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Abstract
An object-level trace, which we will hereafter refer to as a garbage collection trace (GC-
trace), enumerates all theeventsthathappen during program executionthat affect theheap.
Therefore, GC-tracing is an excellent way to examine the behavior of an object-oriented
system. Knowing behavior expedites many forms of virtual machine research including
garbage collection research. GC-traces were originally generated by the painfully slow
brute-force technique. Subsequently, this technique was replaced by the Merlin algorithm
which can generate GC-traces at a fraction of the cost of the brute-force algorithm.
Our work introduces a new GC-tracing system. Our system uses the Merlin algorithm
within the context of a general shadow heap that is independent of the virtual machine.
The shadow heap supports many optimizations to the Merlin algorithm and also supports
analysis and veriﬁcation. We examine the advantages and disadvantages of our approach,
the viability of using a C++ library for analysis in conjunction with a Java-in-Java virtual
machine, the various costs of integrating our shadow heap with a virtual machine, and
vithe effectiveness of our GC-tracing optimizations. Finally, we compare our GC-tracing
system with the GC-tracing system that is currently bundled with JikesRVM.
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Introduction
GC-tracing is important tool for garbage collection research. We felt that the GC-tracing
system that is bundled with JikesRVM, a popular open source VM code, had some room
for improvement and we set out to create a new GC-tracing system that works with
JikesRVM. The goals for this system were speed, robustness, and independence from
JikesRVM.WedecidedthatthesegoalscouldbebestachievedbyremovingtheGC-tracing
system out of JikesRVM and placing it in an independent C++ library.
The creation of this system gave us some good insight into the ﬂaws of the imple-
mentation and approach of the previous system. We were able to ﬁx some of these ﬂaws;
however, other ﬂaws were inherent to the core algorithm used by both systems. We also
gained some insight into the merits of our design approach and GC-tracing in general. In
this document, we present our new GC-tracing system, the insights we have gained from
our research, and a thorough evaluation of both GC-tracing systems.
1Chapter 2
Background Material
In this chapter we introduce the foundational concepts that our research is based upon. We
also introduce the research virtual machine that we worked with and the Merlin algorithm
[10, 11] that is the core of our GC-tracing system. Terms that are deﬁned in the glossary
are in italics.
2.1 Object Based Systems
A large proportion of today’s programming projects are realized using object-oriented
(OO) languages. The OO approach is based on the philosophy [21] that related data,
and the set of operations on that data, should be encapsulated into a single independent
entity: an object. The implementation details of the object and its data are hidden from the
code outside the object. Each object allows other objects to interact with it through a well-
deﬁnedinterfacewhichisenumeratedinitsclassdeﬁnition. Anobjectisaninstantiationof
its class. The logic of an OO program is usually divided into small pieces called methods.
Each methoddeﬁnes an operationupontheobject. Theoperationsthemselvesare typically
small and primarily consist of messages to other objects to invoke their methods.
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The OO paradigm is popular because it is believed to be well suited to managing and
reducing complexity in large-scale projects. This paradigm produces simple and ﬂexible
designs that closely correlate with the problem domain. OO code is also considered to be
easier to read and maintain than non-OO code. For these reasons, the OO approach has
become ubiquitous in industrial software engineering.
2.2 Virtual Machines
When a C program is compiled, it creates a binary executable that consists of a long list of
instructionsthat will beexecuted by theprocessor. The onlyprotections from error that the
programmer has available are those provided by the operating system. For example, most
operating systems provide a paged virtual memory system that protects applications from
clobbering memory outside of their virtual address space. In other words, virtual memory
systems protect programs from each other. Some memory systems will raise exceptions
if a program tries to read/write to a memory segment of the address space that should not
be read/written. However, there are still a large number of troublesome types of memory
errors that will not be caught by a programmer’s operating system.
In a virtual machine environment [17], the virtual machine (VM) is an additional layer
between a program and the operating system. Programs are compiled into a format that
the virtual machine understands and to execute the program one must execute the virtual
machine and provide the compiled program as input. While this approach incurs resource
overhead [9], it has the advantage of allowing many forms of additional protection to be
provided because the virtual machine is free to execute any amount of additional logic.
As a result, entire classes of errors can either be eliminated or can be easily discovered.
For example, if a C program is manipulating an array and the program erroneously goes
beyondtheboundsofthearray, theprogramwillbeginunintentionallyclobberingitsmem-
ory. This error typically goes undetected until the clobbered memory is accessed at some
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later point (sometimes much later) and at that point the program’s behavior can become
bizarre. Unfortunately, it can be very difﬁcult to track this problem back to the original
error.
Virtual machines are a well-suited mechanism for enforcing type-safety for a type-
safe programming language. Type-safe languages are attractive because they eliminate or
catch any type error in the program thereby preventing undeﬁned operations. VMs can
support the type-safeness by providing garbage collection (see section 2.3) which prevents
violations of the type system caused by memory errors. VMs can also dynamically check
things like casts to ensure the well-typedness of the program.
Not only are virtual machines relatively effective for error detection and providing
safety, but also they can take over responsibilities that are traditionally the duty of the pro-
grammer. The combination of error avoidance, easy error detection, and fewer program-
mer responsibilities allows developers to drastically reduce the amount of time needed to
create and debug a program. For these reasons, we expect the use of virtual-machine-
supported languages to continue to grow.
2.3 Garbage Collection vs. Explicit deallocation
The heap is the area of memory that is used for runtime (dynamic) allocation, and the
biggest responsibility that VMs typically take over from the programmer is the manage-
ment of the heap. Typically, objects reside in the heap. Traditionally it was the respon-
sibility of the programmer to free unused heap memory, and this was a potential source
of bugs. Perhaps the most important of these bugs is the memory leak bug created when
the programmer neglected to free unused memory. Other common errors included try-
ing to access freed memory via a dangling pointer or double-freeing a piece of memory.
Most VM’s take responsibility for allocation and deallocation via a memory manager. A
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garbage collector is the component of the memory manager responsible for deallocation.
Garbage collection is the process by which the VM reclaims unusable heap memory
(garbage). Apieceofheapmemoryisconsideredtobegarbageiftheobjectitisassociated
with is unreachable (dead). Some subset of objects are the roots. A root is an object
that we know is accessible because there is a reference to it either on the stack or in the
static region. An object is reachable (alive) if there is a path from a root to the object by
following references; otherwise it is unreachable.
A helpful analogy is to think of the heap as a graph. The vertices are the objects and
the references (pointers) are the directed edges. If we do breadth-ﬁrst scan starting from
all roots, we will ﬁnd all reachable vertices. Any vertex that is not reachable represents
an unreachable object. The garbage collector can reclaim the memory associated with an
unreachable object because it is not possible for the program to ever use that object again
because the program itself works by following pointers.
Figure 2.1 illustrates how a garbage collection works. The brown rectangles represent
the stack/static area. The large white squares represent the heap. The small squares in the
heap represent allocated objects. The arrows represent references. Red objects are root
objects. Blue objects are reachable objects. Black objects are unreachable objects. The
blank space inside the heap represents memory that is available to the program. The left
side of the ﬁgure shows the heap prior to a collection, the right side shows the heap after
the collection. As we can see, garbage collection preserves reachable objects (objects that
are reachable from roots references) and recycle unreachable objects.
Garbage collectors have some ﬂexibility in how exactly they achieve the behavior de-
scribed in Figure 2.1. Garbage collectors can vary, at a minimum, along the following
dimensions: whether it is incremental vs. stop-the-world, copying vs. marking, or full vs.
partial [15]. Another important property is the number of spaces a GC algorithm requires
the heap to be partitioned into.
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Figure 2.1: Garbage collection
2.3.1 Incremental vs. Stop-the-world
Incremental garbage collectors spread the GC-related overhead evenly throughout the pro-
gram. This can be advantageous for programs where responsiveness is a high priority. The
most common incremental GC algorithm is the reference counting algorithm which counts
thenumberofreferences pointingto an object. When thiscountgoes tozero, thealgorithm
recognizes that the object is unreachable and it responds by immediately freeing it. One
limitation of plain reference counting is that it is unable to collect cycles. If two objects
reference each other, their reference counts will not be zero even if the two objects are
unreachable.
Although incremental GC algorithms are sometimes used for specialized applications,
the most commonly used GC algorithms are stop-the-world algorithms. Stop-the-world
collectors wait until the program is out of memory and then halt all normal computa-
tion and trace the roots. This tracing (unrelated to GC-tracing) phase is equivalent to the
graph search mentioned earlier and guarantees that all live objects will be reached. How-
ever, what happens when an object is ﬁrst reached will depend on which stop-the-world
algorithm is being used, but regardless, stop-the-world collectors can potentially have a
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negative impact on program responsiveness.
2.3.2 Copying vs. Marking
Most copying collectors are a subtype of stop-the-world collectors that typically require
extra spaces that can be copied into. During the tracing phase, objects that are found to
be alive are copied into a different space. There are advantages and disadvantages to this
approach. One advantage is that dead objects (those that have become unreachable) can
be ignored (abandoned in the old space) during collection. A second advantage is that
memory in the copy spaces never gets fragmented. A third advantage is that allocation
within a copy space is very fast because copy spaces do not need free lists because there
is no memory fragmentation in copy spaces. All that an allocation requires is that the free
space pointer be incremented by the amount of memory requested.
A serious disadvantage of copying collectors is that memory is used inefﬁciently be-
cause the algorithm requires an entire extra space that is empty. This extra space is wasted
memory because it contains no active memory (memory in use by the application), but
it is necessary as a destination for objects that get copied during a collection. Another
disadvantage is the additional performance cost of copying the objects.
A simple example of a copying collector is the semi-space collector. The semi-space
collectorpartitions the heap into two spaces, referred to as the activespace and the inactive
space. New memory is always allocated from the active space. However, when the active
spaceis full, allliveobjects are copied totheinactivespace and theinactivespacebecomes
the active space and vice versa.
Most marking collectors are also a subtype of stop-the-world collectors. During the
tracing phase of marking collectors, all objects that are found to be alive are marked.
After the trace phase, the collector then must do a sweep phase in which all objects are
scanned and have their mark checked. Objects without a mark are de-allocated. The
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advantage of marking collectors is that they do not require any copying or wasted spaces.
The disadvantages are that memory can become fragmented and the need for a sweep
phase in addition to the trace phase. The sweep phase must also explicitly deal with dead
objects.
The simplest example of a marking collector is the mark-sweep collector. This collec-
tor has a single space that follows the marking system.
2.3.3 Full vs. partial
Full collectors collect the entire heap at each garbage collection. The advantages to this
approach are simplicity, consistency, and the fact that they typically do not require a write
barrier(seesubsection2.4.6). Thedisadvantageisthatitdoesnotallowformuchcreativity
or ﬂexibilityin collectordesign. Semi-space and mark-sweep collectors are full collectors.
Partial collectors break up the heap into several spaces. Collections may only collect a
subset of the spaces. The advantages and disadvantages of this approach are basically the
inverse of the advantages and disadvantages of the full collector. An example of a partial
collector is a generational collector [3], which breaks up the heap into a number of spaces
(one for each generation). Objects are allocated in the ﬁrst generation (nursery). When the
nursery ﬁlls up, it gets collected. All surviving objects are copied (promoted) into the next
generation’s space. If the next generation ﬁlls up then it will also be collected, and so on.
Clearly, the higher the generation, the less frequently its space is collected. This collector
is based on the weak generational hypothesis [16]: the hypothesis that the youngest ob-
jects are the most likely to die. If this assumption is true, we will see performance beneﬁts
from this approach because the space that we are collecting the most often is the space
that most likely contains the highest proportion of dead objects. Tracing live objects is not
productive by itself because the fundamental goal of the collector is to reclaim dead mem-
ory. In other words, it is more productive to collect a space that has a higher proportion of
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dead objects because the collector will be able to reclaim more memory at a smaller cost
because it will spend less time tracing live objects.
Partial collectors only collect a subset of the spaces and therefore they can neglect to
trace a large number of objects. This means the objects residing in the collected space
which are only reachable through references from non-collected spaces would be prema-
turely collected. Partial collectors address this problem by using a data structure called
a remembered set that remembers all references from objects residing in less frequently
collected spaces to objects in frequently collected spaces. Objects that are the targets of
these remembered set references will be traced when the space they reside in is collected
even if the source object (the object referring to the target) does not get traced. In a sense,
the targets of the remembered set can be thought of as an extra set of roots.
2.3.4 Hybrids
Most GC algorithms are hybrids of the basic collector subtypes presented above. There
are two ways to create a hybrid collector. One approach is to apply different algorithms to
the same space and another is to partition the heap into several spaces and apply different
algorithms to each space. An example of the former would be a mark-sweep/ref-count
collector. Such a collector would use incremental reference counting but would occasion-
ally stop-the-world and do a mark/sweep collection in order to reclaim all the cycles. An
example of the latter would be copy/mark-sweep collector. Allocation would always come
from the copy space because copy spaces have the fastest allocation. When the copy space
ﬁlls up, the space is collected and survivors are copied into the mark-sweep space, which
will also be collected. This collector achieves some of the beneﬁts of a copying collector
without wasting memory on an empty inactive space.
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2.4 JikesRVM
JikesRVM [1, 2] (formally called Jalepe˜ no) is the VM code that our research utilized. In
this section we will discuss the components of JikesRVM that are most relevant to our
research. Although our primary goal will be to explain the garbage collection process
in JikesRVM, understanding a JikesRVM garbage collection requires an understanding of
nearly all the major components of JikesRVM.
2.4.1 Overview
JikesRVM was developed by IBM and is an open source virtual machine that has gone
throughmanyversions. OurprojectwasintegratedwithJikesRVMrelease2.3.4. JikesRVM
is intended to be a high performance virtual machine for single-CPU or shared-memory
multiprocessor servers and it is unique in that it is a Java [17] virtual machine that is also
written mostly in Java. JikesRVM takes the just-in-time compilation approach rather than
the interpretation approach for executing byte code. This means that the Java byte code
is compiled into machine code (also known as native code). The protections and features
that we expect from the virtual machine are inserted into the compiled machine code.
2.4.2 Object Model
The JikesRVM object model mandates that objects be preﬁxed by a small object header.
Every Javaobject in JikesRVM mustadhere to thismodel, even ifthey were created during
the creation of JikesRVM itself (explained in detail in the section on booting JikesRVM).
The data in this header is used to support a variety of functionality: virtual method dis-
patch, dynamic type checking, memory management, etc. For example, the object header
contains a bit that is used to mark objects during a mark-sweep collection.
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2.4.3 Statics
JikesRVM stores all static ﬁelds and references to static methods in a structure called
JTOC (JikesRVM Table of Contents). All object references contained in the JTOC will
be considered to be roots during collections. A large majority of the object references
contained in the JTOC come from the boot image (see subsection 2.4.7).
2.4.4 Circumventing Java
Programming a virtual machine sometimes requires that the programmer have the abil-
ity to program at a lower level than that supported in the Java language. For example,
walking memory, accessing object headers, and accessing registers are all tasks that could
not be done in Java alone. JikesRVM addresses this problem by using special MAGIC
classes. These classes contain empty method bodies. The byte code within these methods
is ignored and instead the compiler inserts machine code required to do the low level task.
A secondary, but slower, way to circumvent Java is through a sys-call mechanism
provided by JikesRVM. This mechanism allows the programmer to register C functions
with JikesRVM that can be called from JikesRVM but are deﬁned in a special C ﬁle. This
latter approach is considerably easier and more portable than adding MAGIC.
JikesRVM allows the user to add sys-calls by providing a class, VM SysCall, that is
used to declare sys-calls. JikesRVM’s compilers know that any call to a static method of
VM SysCall is actually a sys-call. Instead of calling the empty java method, the compiler
looks up the matching function pointer in the boot record and generates code to invoke it.
Sys-calls are slower than normal calls for a couple of reasons. First, the arguments
going to the sys-call must be passed into the sys-call in accordance with the calling con-
vention of the native OS. JikesRVM is able to use the same stack for both languages, but
this approach requires a bridging stack frame be created at the transition. Second, the
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VM SysCall class is not visible to MMTk (see subsection 2.4.9), so additional calls must
be made simply to reach a class that can access VM SysCall.
According to JikesRVM documentation, sys-calls are uninterruptible from the point of
view of the other threads in the virtual machine. This is signiﬁcant because the uninter-
ruptibilityof methods (the thread running the method cannot loose control whileexecuting
that method) is the primary synchronization technique used in JikesRVM.
2.4.5 Compiler
JikesRVM uses three just-in-time byte code compilers: baseline, optimizing, and quick.
The baseline compiler compiles byte code rapidly but produces simple, un-optimized ma-
chinecode. Theoptimizingcompilertakes much longerto compilebytecode but produces
fast, highly optimized machine code. The quick compiler has performance characteristics
in between the baseline and optimizing compilers because it is designed to compile byte
code quickly while producing reasonably fast machine code.
All byte code must be compiled before it is executed because JikesRVM has no inter-
pretation abilities. When JikesRVM encounters references to unloaded classes, the com-
piler lazily inserts machine code that will ensure the class gets loaded instead of immedi-
ately loading the class.
2.4.6 Write Barrier
A write barrier [23] is a mechanism by which a garbage collector is notiﬁed of a pointer
updateevent. In mostVMs, includingJikes, writebarriers are not intendedto catch pointer
updates to static or stack references. Since static and stack references are roots, there is
typically little value in catching them with write barriers. Also, catching root updates
would greatly increase the overhead involved with using write barriers. In JikesRVM,
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write barriers are enforced by the JIT compiler. In general, write barriers are necessary for
garbage collectors that use reference counting or remembered sets.
2.4.7 Building and Booting JikesRVM
In order for a VM to be functional and self-sufﬁcient, it requires that certain services be
available to it. Essential services include a class loader, a memory manager, and a com-
piler. In JikesRVM, these services are mostly written in Java and compiled into machine
code. It would be inefﬁcient to reassemble these services into a functional VM every time
JikesRVM was executed. Instead, at build time, the JikesRVM build system assembles a
functional VM and then snapshots the memory image of the VM to a ﬁle called the boot
image. Executing the JikesRVM VM now only requires loading the image into memory
and executing it, which is much faster than ad hoc reassembly.
Since JikesRVM is written almost entirely in Java, these essential services are made
up of many Java objects. These objects are created by the boot image writer and then
translated from the object model of the virtual machine running the boot-image writer to
the object model that JikesRVM supports. These boot objects are packed into a special
immortal space and are therefore never freed. Boot objects cannot be placed in the regular
spaces of the garbage collector because those spaces will not exist at the time some of boot
objects are created. The special boot object space was made an immortal space because
boot objects rarely die. In contrast, objects that are part of the VM but are created by
JikesRVM after loading the boot-image (and therefore are not boot objects) are subject to
collection just like the objects created by the user program unless the object was explicitly
placed in theimmortalspace. In other words, MMTkmemory managers do not distinguish
between user level objects and non-boot objects that are a part of the VM.
Unfortunately, not all VM initialization can be done at boot image creation time. For
example, each time the VM is executed, it will have to recreate all the external operating
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system resources it needs to support its own execution. The boot-image writer cannot cre-
ate these services because they must refer to external state that cannot exist until the boot
image is executed. As a result, there must be a signiﬁcant initialization process each time
the VM is run. Some examples of services that cannot be performed/initialized at build
time are: threading system, scheduler, dynamic library loading, register management, and
command line handling. The threading system and scheduler deal will threads and thread
groups that cannot exist until the VM is executed. Dynamic libraries are not loaded until
the VM is executed. Anything dealing with registers and the command line will obviously
have to be performed each time the VM is executed.
2.4.8 Threading Subsystem
JikesRVM runs its threads on virtual processors, which are simply dedicated p-threads.
Typicallythereis onevirtualprocessorper physicalprocessor. Everyvirtual processorwill
have a small number of regular threads (sometimes called mutators) and a single thread
dedicated to garbage collection. Many of the implementation decisions incorporated into
JikesRVM were made in order to ease the transition from regular operation to garbage
collection. For example, JikesRVM threads may only be preempted at yield points which
are automatically inserted by the compiler. This approach is a compromise between a
voluntary yielding system and a fully preemptive system. The link between yield points
and garbage collection will be explained below (see subsection 2.4.9).
2.4.9 Memory Management
JikesRVM delegates its memory management to a relatively independent memory man-
agement package called MMTk [4, 8] (Memory Management Toolkit). MMTk supports
a large number of memory managers that consist of an allocator and a garbage collector.
Since garbage collection is much more involved than allocation, programmers often refer
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to the memory manager as the garbage collector.
Each MMTk memory manager is deﬁned by its plan. A plan lays out the structure of
the heap and can be thought of as a space/allocator manager. Each space in a plan must
have a corresponding allocator so that objects can be allocated in the space. A space is
a block of memory that holds objects and follows a set of rules (how to allocate, how
to collect). Each space/allocator pair is deﬁned by a policy. The spaces are static and
therefore shared by all virtual processors, but each virtual processor gets its own allocator
in order to support concurrent allocation.
All MMTk memory managers come with a large-object space and and two immortal
spaces: one for the boot objects and one for immortal regular objects. When an object of
size above a certain threshold is allocated, it will be allocated into the large-object space.
The large-object space is not implemented as a copy space because the cost of copying
increases with the size of the object. Objects that are expected to live until the program’s
termination go into the immortal space.
In the commonly used single-virtual-processor mode, JikesRVM will have one col-
lection thread and a small number of regular threads. When one of the regular threads
triggers a collection, the collection thread takes over. Collections can be triggered in three
ways: an explicitrequest, a failed allocation (due to lack of memory), or available memory
falling below a certain threshold. The detection of these conditions is done by the polling
method of the memory manager. When a collection is triggered, the mutator triggering
the collection schedules the GC thread at the highest priority and then yields. Once the
GC thread starts, due to the thread model described earlier (see subsection 2.4.8), all of
the regular threads must be at yield points. The GC thread will disable thread switching
so that it cannot be interrupted during collection. The collection thread will execute the
ﬁve phases of garbage collection: global preparation, thread preparation, root enumeration
plus scanning, thread release, and global release.
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The global prepare phase will prepare the spaces in the plan to be collected and will
take care of any space management (like ﬂipping the active/inactive spaces for the semi-
space plan). The thread preparation phase prepares each thread’s stack to be scanned and
also prepares the allocators for collection and takes care of any allocator management.
Copying collectors will also have their GC-related objects pre-copied during this phase.
The latter step is necessary because to prevent the objects being used to perform the col-
lection from being copied in mid-use. Pre-copying occurs at the beginning of a garbage
collection and is performed by a special PreCopyGCInstances method. Most of theobjects
that get pre-copied are the various thread objects and their sub objects.
The root enumeration process discovers roots by ﬁrst looking through the static area
that is enumerated by theJTOC. Any reference in theJTOC willbe considered to be aroot.
JikesRVM will then scan the stacks of the regular threads using the GC-maps [7] to locate
roots. Theyieldpointsmentionedinthethreadingsubsystemsection(seesubsection2.4.8)
facilitate garbage collection because the JikesRVM compilers ensure that there is a GC-
map available at each yield point. GC-maps allow the stack walker to ﬁnd exactly which
variables on the stack are object references and therefore roots. This method is called
type-accurate garbage collection. A GC-map is guaranteed to exist and be accurate for
whatever yield point the thread being scanned had yielded. All discovered roots are stored
in a static root pool.
Once the roots have been found, we scan the pre-copied objects, trace the root objects,
scan the objects queued in the work queue and trace the remembered set (remembered
set is only non-empty for certain plans). Scanning an object causes all objects that are
referenced by that object to be traced. Tracing an object is the actual processing of the
object during GC. If the object resides in a copy space, tracing it will cause it to be copied.
Likewise, if the traced object resides in a mark-sweep space, tracing it will cause it to be
marked. All traced objects will be added to the work queue.
After all live objects have been traced, MMTk begins the release phase. First, MMTk
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performs the thread release phase that resets the local pools used during collection (roots,
work queue, remset, etc). This phase is also used to perform post-GC work in the alloca-
tors. Finally, the global release phase is executed. In this latter phase, MMTk does any
additional space management and the post-GC operations are executed on all the spaces.
2.4.10 A description of a JikesRVM SemiSpace Garbage Collection
SemiSpace’s polling method checks to see if the number of memory pages requested by
the system exceeds the number of available memory pages. If so, a collection is triggered
in order to free up some pages. For partial GC algorithms, the polling method will be more
complicated because it will also need to determine what type of collection should occur
(which will determine which spaces get collected).
If SemiSpace’s polling method determines that a collection should occur, it will trig-
ger the collection by making a trigger-collection call to the JikesRVM Collection class.
The Collection class’ behavior is the same regardless of the type of the memory manager
requesting the collection. It make calls to awaken the collector thread and will then yield
to the collector thread. As stated earlier, the collector thread will disable thread switching
and then perform the collection by calling the collect method of the memory manager.
The collect method for stop-the-world collectors, like SemiSpace, will ensure that the
global prepare, thread prepare, thread release, and global release methods for SemiSpace
are called in that order. After thread preparation and before thread release, stop-the-world
will perform all the tracing and scanning work that needs to be done. The end result of this
work is that SemiSpace’s traceObject method will be called on every reachable object.
SemiSpace’s global prepare method ﬂips the active and inactive spaces and then pre-
pares all of its spaces (two copy space, two immortal spaces, and a large object space) to
be collected. The prepare method of the copy spaces simply changes the boolean state
denoting if the space is the inactive space. SemiSpace’s thread prepare method rebinds
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its copy-allocator to the new active space and notiﬁes its large-object-allocator of the im-
pending collection.
Once the collection has been prepared, StopTheWorldGC will make the calls needed
to discover all the roots. It will then enter its main loop which will start off processing
all the root objects, precopied objects, and remembered set objects. This main loop will
trace, via the traceObject method, all live objects (except precopied objects). Although
StopTheWorldGC contains the core work-loop of the GC-process and contains the various
queues of objects which the loop operates on, SemiSpace can affect how the collection
ensues by its traceObject method. The traceObject method is guaranteed to be called
for every reachable object. If SemiSpace deﬁnes the traceObject method, it will override
the method that would have been called and SemiSpace’s version will be called instead.
SemiSpace’s traceObject method will determine which space the object resides in and will
then notify the object’s space that the object has been traced. When the copy spaces are
informed that an object has been traced, they will check to see if theobject has been copied
(or is in the process of being copied) to the other space. If not, the object will get copied
to the other space, the old object’s forwarding pointer (stored in the object header) will be
set to point to the new object, the new object will be added to StopTheWorldGC’s queue
of objects that need to be scanned, and the new object is returned. If the object was already
copied (or in the process of being copied) then the forwarding pointer is followed and new
object is returned.
We have explained how objects get copied, but not how references get updated to point
to the new copy of objects. When tracing a reference, a special method called traceObject-
Location is used. This method will load the object referred to by the reference, and call
SemiSpace’s traceObject method on the object. The traceObject method will return the
new copy of the object and traceObjectLocation will update the reference to point to the
new copy. Because every reachable reference will be traced during collection, all refer-
ences will be pointing to the correct copies of the objects once the collection is complete.
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SemiSpace’s thread releasemethodnotiﬁes thelargeobject allocatorthat thecollection
is nearing completion. SemiSpace’s global release method will call the release methods
for all of its spaces with the exception of the new active space. The inactive copy space,
when released, will reset its page resource which indicates that there are no longer any
active pages within the inactive space, which is the expected result.
The difference between the various GC algorithms is most clearly seen by looking
at the behavior deﬁned in the spaces and allocators. For example, the MarkSweep and
SemiSpace memory managers do not look very different. Most methods in both collectors
simply forward calls to the spaces. The only obvious difference difference is the addi-
tional space management done in SemiSpace to track which copy space is active/inactive.
However, the mark-sweep allocator (the primary allocator for the MarkSweep memory
manager) is drastically different than the copy allocator (the primary allocator for the
SemiSpace collector). By looking at the two allocators, it becomes obvious how dif-
ferently memory gets allocated in the two memory managers. The mark-sweep allocator
maintains a free list, fragmentation state, and contains allocation methods that scan and
manipulate the free list. The copy allocator requires much less extra state and has an
allocation method that allocates memory contiguously from chunks. The mark-sweep al-
locator’s release does a sweep of its blocks and adds free blocks back into the free list.
This is in stark contrast to the copy allocator which does not even have a release method.
Another conspicuous difference between the copy space and mark-sweep space is what
happens when an object gets traced. The mark-sweep space will set the mark-bit of the
object while the copy-space will attempt to copy the object.
2.5 Garbage Collection Trace
In this section we explain the type of trace our system produces: a garbage collection trace
(we will use shorthand GC-trace) (can also be referred to as an object-level trace or a heap
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trace).
2.5.1 Deﬁnition
A GC-trace is achronologicalrecording ofevery object-related eventthat has an impacton
the heap structure. At a minimum, these events are: the allocation of an object (allocation
event), an update to a reference ﬁeld of an object (pointer update event), and the death of
an object (death event). A record for an allocation event should at least record the object
ID of the allocated object, its size, and the allocation site. A record for a pointer update
event should at least record the ID of object whose reference is being updates, the offset
of the location of the reference being updated, and the ID of the object now being referred
to by the updated ﬁeld. A record for a death event should at least record the ID of the dead
object and its time of death.
A GC-trace typically measures time by the number of bytes allocated up to a given
point in physical time. For example, if an object’s death record had 1000 listed as the time
ofdeath, itwouldmean 1000byteshad been allocatedbetweenthestartoftheprogramand
the physical time that object was last known to be alive. The reason people have chosen
this time metric is that bytes-allocated is a discrete integer value that has full repeatability.
Also, the amount of allocation occurring is a much better measurement of the load on the
garbage collector than the passage of physical time. Using physical time would be a poor
choice because the GC-trace would be profoundly altered by the physical time overhead
of the GC-tracing system.
A GC-trace generator has some ﬂexibility in how to ID an object. One could use a
ﬁxed time-of-birth ID, a ﬁxed order-of-birth ID, or varying memory-address ID. There are
also many ways of representing allocation sites. An allocation site expresses the context in
which an allocation took place. The type of context expressed by allocation site will vary
greatly depending on the analysis being done. For example, allocation sites may express
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the location within the program that the allocation took place. One way to achieve this is
to present the allocation site as the numeric value that is the combination of the method ID
of the method requesting the allocation and the byte offset of the instruction requesting the
allocation. Other researchers have used allocation sites to express the state of the stack (at
thepointofallocation)andthetypeoftheobjectbeing allocated[13]. Predictivecollectors
can try to map allocation sites to expected lifetimes [14].
GC-trace generators are typically integrated into an existing memory manager. This
makes discovering allocation and pointer update events very easy. The garbage collectors
for many VMs already have mechanisms by which they are notiﬁed of these events. The
VMmustgotothememorymanager(whichcontainstheallocator)toallocateobjects. The
memory manager must be able to intercept pointer updates in order to support collectors
that require a remembered set. By far the most difﬁcult event to discover is the death event
because there is no easy way for the memory manager to know when an object has become
unreachable. An instantincremental systemlikereference countingcould knowtheinstant
an object died. However, this approach is not adequate because reference counting does
not detect dead cycles.
Every GC-trace event goes through three phases. First, the event must be discovered
by somemechanism (we refer to the mechanism as the event discoverer). Second, once the
event has been discovered, the GC-tracing system must be notiﬁed of the event and given
the parameters that accompany the event (the GC-tracing system typically does not do its
own discovery). Finally, the event must be handled by the GC-tracing system. Typically,
each event will have its own event handler.
GC-traces makeiteasy to ﬁndobject lifetimes,whichisthemostcommonuseofaGC-
trace. To ﬁnd an object’s lifetime, one needs to ﬁnd its time-of-birth and time-of-death. To
calculate time-of-birth, ﬁnd the allocation record for the desired object and take the sum
of the sizes of object allocated before this object. The time-of-death should already be
enumerated in the object’s death record.
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GC-traces can have varying degrees of accuracy. The term accuracy, with respect to a
GC-trace, refers to the accuracy of the time-of-death information provided with the death
records. Perfect accuracy requires that we do some reachability analysis at every step in
our discrete time system. Since time changes according to bytes allocated, we would need
to analyze reachability after/before each allocation. The primary reason that GC-tracing
causes an incredible slowdown in the program being GC-traced is that reachability analy-
ses tend to be slow and occur frequently. This performance degradation can be reduced by
relaxing the desired accuracy. We will express the accuracy of a GC-trace by the trace rate
of the GC-trace. The trace rate is the amount of time (bytes allocated) allowed to elapse
between reachability analyses. The trace rate is sometimes called the granularity of the
GC-trace.
The necessity of performing a reachability analysis at every timestep is due to the
degradation of reachability knowledge that occurs in most GC-tracing systems. Recall
that the state of the root references is critical for determining which objects are reachable
and that changes to the root references are typically not caught by a write barrier. If an
update of a root is not caught by a write barrier, the GC-tracing system has no way of
being informed of this change and its knowledge of which objects are reachable begins
to degrade. Reachability analyses bring the GC-tracing system’s reachability knowledge
up-to-date. What occurs during reachability analyses will depend on the GC-tracing al-
gorithm. We will explain the reachability analysis component of the two most common
GC-tracing algorithms in a later section (see section 2.6).
2.5.2 Utility
Researchers use GC-traces to enumerate the behavior (especially lifetimes) of the objects
in a program. GC-traces are essential for heap-visualization techniques [20, 11]. Heap-
visualization is simply displaying various object population statistical behaviors visually.
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Knowing object behavior can be valuable for explaining the performance of a garbage
collector. For example, a researcher could demonstrate that their advanced generational
collector was outperformed by a simple semi-space collector because the assumption that
objects tend to die quickly after their creation, which generational collectors rely on, was
wrong X% of the time for the application that was benchmarked.
Another use for GC-traces would be trying to choose/develop the best collector for
an application based on the object behavior of that application. Some researchers use
GC-simulators that take GC-traces and simulate how the collector would perform given
the object behavior enumerated in the GC-trace. Finally, some modern collectors use
lifetime prediction to improve the performance of garbage collection [5]. Having accurate
GC-trace would be crucial in the development and evaluation of predictive collectors.
Finally, GC-traces are necessary for the development of oracles [9], which have a number
of uses such as calculating an upper bound on the performance of a predictive collector or
measuring the cost of garbage collection verses explicit deallocation [9].
2.6 Merlin
Before the Merlin algorithm, researchers relied on the brute-force technique to calculate
object lifetimes. The brute-force technique uses a full collection as its reachability analy-
sis (see subsection 2.5.1). This is an effective reachability analysis because it immediately
discovers all dead objects, but this approach is very slow. In fact, this approach is pro-
hibitivelyslowforGC-tracingasubstantialprogram, so researchers usuallyhadtoincrease
granularity (and therefore reduce accuracy) to speed things up. Unfortunately, increasing
the granularity of the GC-trace can distort the performance results of garbage collectors
simulating the behavior enumerated in the GC-trace [10]. The brute-force technique has
been estimated to be 800 times slower than Merlin [10] and Merlin has been estimated to
be roughly 100 times slower than normal execution [10].
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The basic principle behind the Merlin algorithm is that there is no need to discover
that an object has died the instant it dies. The only necessity is that at some point in the
future, we are able to calculate when an object died. Merlin therefore does not require
a full collection at every allocation. Merlin uses a time-stamp system to calculate death
times and it uses the heap’s natural collections to discover which objects have died. An
object’s time-stamprecords thelast timethe object was known to be aliveand gets updated
when the object is known to still be alive at a later point. We only need to update the tags
of objects that may be transitioning from reachable to unreachable. There is no need to
time-stamp objects that are in no danger of dying because we only need to know when
object are last alive.
Merlin’s time-stamping system is simple and can be split into three components. The
ﬁrst component should be integrated within a write barrier. The Merlin algorithm uses the
write barrier to time-stamp any object that is losing an incoming reference. We need to
time-stamp such objects because any object that loses an incoming reference might have
become unreachable.
The second component deals with the root objects. Root objects are objects that are
referred to by reference variables on the stack and in the static area. In most VMs, includ-
ing JikesRVM, the write barrier does not catch when stack/static references are updated.
This means we are unable to use the ﬁrst component to deal with objects referenced by
the stack/static area. Even if we were able to catch these updates, there would certainly be
no write barrier triggered when an object loses an incoming reference because the stack
variable that referenced it went out of scope. To deal with the root issue, we have to do
a root-oriented reachability analysis at every time step (object allocation). To do this, we
simply enumerate the roots and time-stamp them. This is consistent with our time-stamp
model because any object referenced by a root is at risk of imperceptibly losing that in-
coming reference and possibly dying. The vast majority of the overhead introduced by
Merlin is due to this component of the time-stamping system. In many VMs (including
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JikesRVM), rootenumeration willrequire us to initiatea limitedgarbage collection(which
wewillhereafterrefertoasafakecollection)thatwillprepareandallowthethreads’stacks
to be scanned for references.
The third component, time-stamp propagation, deals with calculating the actual death
times within a set of dead, time-stamped objects. The time-stamp propagation component
ensures that all dead objects (the target objects) that were reachable from another dead
object (the source object) havea time-stamp that is no earlier than the source object’stime-
stamp. In other words, we need to guarantee that an object’s ﬁnal time-stamp is equal to
the latest time-stamp of any object that contains the former object in its transitive closure
set. We need to guarantee this because no object reachable from a source object could
possibly have died before the source object died. All that is required to get correct death
times is to meet this guarantee; however computing transitive closure sets is expensive, so
the actual algorithm does some tricks to avoid inﬁnite propagation and to ensure that each
dead object is only processed once.
This component works by taking the set of dead objects and creating a stack which
stacks objects with later time-stamps on top of objects with earlier time-stamps (in other
words, the stack is ordered by timestamp). We then pop these objects one by one, remem-
bering the earliest time-stamp we have seen so far. If an object has an earlier or equal
time-stamp with respect to the earliest time-stamp seen so far, then the object gets pro-
cessed; otherwise it is ignored because we know that object has already been processed.
When an object gets processed, we look at all the objects that the processed object has
references to. For every dead pointed-to object that has an earlier time-stamp than the
processed object, we update the pointed-to object’s time-stamp and push it on the stack.
We repeat this process until the stack is empty. Once the propagation is complete, the dead
objects’ time-stamps are now death times because they indicate the time step in which the
object transitioned from reachable to unreachable.
The paper on Merlin [10] says that some effort was made to ensure that the death
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records were output chronologically. In other words, it was originally the goal of Merlin
to produce a death record at the exact location in the GC-trace where the object died. Mer-
lin alone cannot do this because its reachability analysis does not discover dead objects,
it only time-stamps roots. As stated earlier Merlin piggy-backs on real collections to dis-
cover the deaths of objects. In order to reconcile chronologically accurate death-record
placement with Merlin’s less expensive reachability analysis, a post-processing step was
added to relocate death records to their chronologically accurate location in the GC-trace.
We have decided to omit this post-processing step from our analysis of Merlin for two
reasons. First, this post-processing step does not occur in the Hertz system for the version
of JikesRVM we worked with. Second, it is not clear how much value is gained by the
post-processing step since death records already contain time-of-death information.
Merlin trades slightly higher regular-operation and memory overhead for a drastically
cheaper reachability analysis. This is the key to Merlin’s performance advantage over
brute-force. To compare, Merlin requires the use of a write barrier and requires addi-
tional memory to store object time-stamps. However, Merlin’s reachability analysis only
needs to enumerate and time-stamp roots. Brute-force’s reachability analysis is a full-
heap collection which enumerates the roots, traces the roots to all live objects, and does
any copying/sweeping needed for the collector being used. Merlin’s reachability analysis
is so much faster than brute-force’s that there is simply no reasonable GC-trace granularity
(larger granularity means fewer reachability analyses) for which brute-force is faster than
Merlin.
Even thoughMerlin ismuch fasterthan brute-force, itstillcauses adramaticslowdown
of the program being GC-traced. The Merlin paper estimated that under good GC-tracing
conditions (presence of stack/static barriers (see subsection 6.5)), Merlin still causes a
factor of one to three hundred slowdown for perfect GC-traces [10]. As we will see in the
Results chapter, our testing showed that Merlin had an even greater slowdown of closer to
a factor of a thousand. In the case that researchers want to increase the granularity of the
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GC-trace to speed GC-trace generation, they will see an additional beneﬁt of Merlin over
brute force. Since Merlin will still tag objects that lose incoming references, any object
that dies either directly or indirectly by a pointer update will still have a fully accurate
death time. Only objects that die from losing stack/static references will lose accuracy.
With brute-force, increasing granularity decreases the accuracy of the death times for all
objects.
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Hertz’s Merlin System
In this chapter we explain the system for Merlin GC-tracing that came with JikesRVM
2.3.4. This system was created by the inventor of Merlin, Matthew Hertz. Merlin was ﬁrst
ofﬁcially released in JikesRVM version 2.3.2.
3.1 High-level Design
Hertz’s system primarily consists of three classes: an augmented garbage collector, GC-
Trace, and a GC-trace generator, TraceGenerator, that were added to MMTk, and a com-
ponent within the core VM that performs the low level tasks necessary in Hertz’s imple-
mentation, TraceInterface.
GCTrace is a simple semi-space collector that has been enhanced to support GC-
tracing. The extra work required to support GC-tracing primarily consists of discovering
GC-trace worthy events, notifying TraceGenerator of these events, and supporting fake
collections. Care was taken to make the fewest changes to SemiSpace as possible.
TraceGenerator is responsible for using TraceInterface to maintain the metadata nec-
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essary for the overall implementation which is maintained in the object headers. It is also
responsiblefor the generation of GC-trace records, output of the GC-trace records, and the
implementation of Merlin’s time-stamping systems.
3.2 How it works in detail
Hertz’s implementation requires that object headers have some additional pieces of infor-
mation. First, the objects headers will contain the unique, ﬁxed object ID of the object.
This ID is simply the time-of-birth of the object (the number of bytes allocated before the
object was created). Second, the objects headers will contain a link ﬁeld. This link ﬁeld
is used to create a linked list of objects via their object headers. Third, the object head-
ers will contain the Merlin time-stamp for the object. The decision to implement many
key features/data within the object headers has performance beneﬁts, like being able to di-
rectly access Merlin state, but causes the system to be tightly integrated (dependent) with
JikesRVM.
Hertz’s system maintains a set of linked lists of live objects. There is one linked list for
each space in the heap. There is also an array to remember the heads of each linked list.
In some sense, these lists constitute a simple shadow heap in that they represent a simple
model of the state of the heap.
Figure 3.1 shows how Hertz’s heap model works. TraceGenerator contains an array
with one entry per space. This array is depicted in white with letters in it. We can see that
the array has an entry for the large object space (LOS), the immortal space (IMS), the boot
object space (BOS), and the copy space (CS). Each of these entries point to the head of a
linked list that contains all the objects that reside in that space. The objects themselves are
represented as colored blocks. The red part represents the object header and the blue part
represents the actual object. We can see that the links between the objects are contained
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in the object headers. Figure 3.2 shows what would happen to the situation depicted in
ﬁgure 3.1 if an object were subsequently allocated within the copy space. The new object
is circled in brown.
Figure 3.1: Hertz Heap Model
Figure 3.2: Hertz Heap Model
When discussing GC-tracing in MMTk, there are four relevant decisions: how to han-
dle the boot area, how to handle object allocation, how to handle pointer updates, and
how to discover/handle object deaths. Hertz’s handling of the boot area occurs during
JikesRVM’s boot time. During this phase, we are guaranteed that nothing relevant to GC-
tracing has happened yet. The boot method for TraceGenerator relies on the boot image
writer to havethe boot imageobjects already be linked via theirobject headers. It traverses
this list, producing a boot record for each boot object and rebuilding the list with updated
object references that are adjusted with respect to the start of the boot image.
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Hertz’shandlingofreference updatesisstraightforward. GCTracecatches allreference
updates with its write barriers and notiﬁes TraceGenerator. Upon notiﬁcation, TraceGen-
erator loads the object currently being referenced by the slot being updated, updates that
object’s time-stamp, and generates a pointer-update record.
Hertz’s handling of object allocation is more complicated. We should note here that
even though Merlin requires a root enumeration reachability analysis after every alloca-
tion, JikesRVM is not capable of meeting this requirement at all times. There is a signiﬁ-
cant period of time when JikesRVM is booting up where JikesRVM is unable to perform a
garbage collection. We refer to this period as the boot time. Since Hertz’s implementation
(and mine) relies on initiating fake collections to enumerate roots, the roots cannot be enu-
merated when GC is not yet enabled. When an object is allocated, it will receive its object
ID when the miscellaneous segment of its header get initialized. Merlin’s current time is
maintained within the class that implements miscellaneous header functionality. GCTrace
discoversall object allocationswith its postAllocmethod. This methodﬁrst notiﬁes Trace-
Generator ofthe new object. The new object’slink is set to thehead of thelinked list for its
space and is then becomes the new head of this list. GCTrace then notiﬁes TraceGenerator
that an allocation took place. TraceGenerator will generate the allocation record and then
check if GC is enabled and if it is time to do a root enumeration based on the given trace
rate. If so, a fake collection is triggered and root objects get their time-stamps updated.
It is not possible to gather roots outside of the context of a collection. If a collection is
not initiated, the mutator threads will continue to run and their stacks could potentially
change while the root scanning was occurring. At best, this approach would give us root
sets which contained roots from a span of execution rather than a set of roots at a single
point in the program’s execution. A spanning set of roots would be useless for determining
reachability.
Achieving a fake collection is fairly simple. All that needs to be done is to set a global
ﬂag when a fake collection might occur. Fake collections should not change the state of
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the spaces or allocators, so a check of this global ﬂag is necessary at the global prepare,
thread prepare, thread release and global release methods. These should all be no-ops for
fake collections. Also, we want to ensure that tracing stops at the roots and that the roots
are only tagged, not copied. JikesRVM garbage collectors get to deﬁne how objects are
traced, so GCTrace is able to override its trace routine and check if the fake-GC ﬂag is set.
If so, the object being traced gets its time-stamp updated and the method returns. Since no
objects get scanned, only the roots get traced.
Hertz’s system discovers dead objects by waiting for a real collection to occur and
scanning the linked lists for all the spaces and checking every object for aliveness. All
objects that are found to be dead are added to a work list. This list is sorted and then
used in Merlin’s death propagation algorithm. The algorithm is more complicated here
because we have to use MMTk’s scanning methods to ﬁnd all the objects that a dead
object is referencing. Since scanning forces all the referenced objects to be traced, we
must further change GCTrace’s trace routine and have another global ﬂag denoting that
death propagation is in progress. When this ﬂag is set, GCTrace’s trace routine simply
calls back into one of TraceGenerator’s death propagation related methods.
3.3 Trace I/O Issues
During the course of our project, we discovered that the performance of Hertz’s system
was I/O bound in the sense that the time spent performing the computational operations
related to GC-trace I/O dominated the system. This was unexpected for a computationally
intensive task like GC-tracing. We took a closer look at how the GC-trace I/O was being
done and discovered that there was a massive computational expense paid translating the
GC-trace records stored in the GC-trace buffer into a sequence of characters to be output.
For example, Hertz’s system very frequently outputs memory words as hex values. Each
time this happens, MMTk loops through each four-bit bit ﬁeld in the word and calculates
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the corresponding hexadecimal digit’s character. GC-Traces are typically dominated by
pointer update records. Hertz outputs a word for all three ﬁelds of this record (source
object, ﬁeld offset, and target object). This means that, in the common case, each record
requires 24 hex digits to be calculated. Some of the slowness of this process might be
related to the fact that we are using the baseline compiler.
There was also a problem with how allocation events are output. An allocation event
generates an allocation record and an allocation site dump. The allocation site dump
contains the name of the method, the type of the object allocation, and the byte offset of
the line of code that did the allocating. The allocation record is output just like the other
records, but the allocation site dump is output in a unique way. Its output is un-buffered
and makes direct use of I/O sys-calls. The problem is that the format of this output is
such that it requires over a dozen I/O sys-calls to complete and sys-calls must cross the
language boundary. This would be a potential bottleneck in the rare case that there are
more allocation events than pointer update events.
To get a better sense of the running time of the core algorithm, and to make more fair
comparisons between our system and Hertz’s system, we replaced his entire I/O scheme.
We reduced the verboseness of his output, generating a simple record for the three GC-
trace worthy events. Each time an event occurs, we make a sys-call with the details of the
event and a simple record is output using printf. We made no attempt to buffer anything.
This change resulted in a signiﬁcant boost in performance of Hertz’s system (see chapter
8). Also, this reduced the I/O component of the running time to about one percent of the
total and reduced the distortion to the GC-trace by eliminating I/O-related pointer update
events. Whenever we discuss the performance of Hertz’s system, we are referring to our
modiﬁed version (unless explicitly stated otherwise).
This replacement of the GC-trace I/O system had another surprising side-effect: it
improved the robustness of the system. The unmodiﬁed system will reliably crash when
GC-tracing a program larger than HelloWorld with perfect accuracy. In contrast, we have
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run the modiﬁed Hertz system a great deal (always with perfect accuracy) and have never
observed a crash. The crash we observe when running the unmodiﬁed system seems to
be caused by corruption to the process of discovering dead objects after a real collection
although we cannot understand how this is related to the GC-trace I/O system.
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Shadow-heap-based system
In this chapter we explain the system for Merlin GC-tracing that was created as a part of
this project. The ofﬁcial name of our GC-tracing system is Shadow-heap-based system,
but we will usually simply refer to it as our system. As alluded to by its name, at the core
of our system is a shadow heap. We will explain this decision (see section 4.1), we will
explain the shadow heap algorithm (see section 4.2), and we will explain how the shadow
heap and JikesRVM were integrated (see section 4.3).
4.1 High-level Design
This project began with the idea that our GC-tracing system should be a distinct entity that
is fully separated and independent from the client VM. Because one of our primary design
goals was to minimize trace distortion, we chose to avoid any modiﬁcation to JikesRVM’s
object model (object headers). The extra Merlin-related state could have been ofﬂoaded
into some Java class, but the creation of such a class and the operations that would need
to be performed on it would have also been a source of some trace distortion. Instead, we
decided to create a replica, or shadow, of the state in JikesRVM that we cared about. We
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placed this replica within a separate, independent library in order to ensure that the mem-
ory it allocates and the operations it performs would not cause side-effects in JikesRVM
and therefore not cause trace distortion. This means we have to notify the shadow system
of any event that may have caused a change to the state it is shadowing. Clearly, to pro-
duce an object-based GC-trace, our system has to know all object-related state. In other
words, our system must be aware of all objects in the real heap and all the references be-
tween these objects. However, we do not need to know about any of the non-reference data
members of the objects or even the type of the objects. So, in a sense, the state maintained
by our system represents an abstract, reachability-oriented shadow of the real heap. We
therefore refer to our abstraction as a shadow heap.
It was an easy decision choosing the language with which to implement the project.
Our options were immediately limited to Java and C/C++ since those are the only lan-
guages that can link easily with JikesRVM because JikesRVM is programmed in Java and
C. We immediately ruled out Java because all Java code run by JikesRVM would run
within the JikesRVM system. This would mean that our Java classes would be loaded and
compiled by the JikesRVM JIT compiler and our code would be subject to all JikesRVM
mechanisms like write barriers and allocators. At best, such a system would produce a
highly distorted GC-trace. It would probably be extremely difﬁcult to avoid inﬁnite re-
cursion since the GC-tracing mechanism would be triggering GC-trace events. So, we
decided on C++.
Our system consists of three layers. The ﬁrst is a new MMTk collector that is designed
discover GC-trace-worthy events and to notify an external C++ library of these events.
The second layer is the glue between this collector and the C++ library that allows event
notiﬁcations to go from the collector to the library. The ﬁnal layer is the C++ library
itself. The C++ library can be further broken down into three components. The ﬁrst is
a simple, C-compatible, non object-oriented, high-level interface that can be called from
JikesRVM’s C code with minimal effort. This layer simply redirects calls to the second
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layer, the clerical layer. The clerical layer performs the required locking, creates GC-
trace records based on the incoming calls, performs the GC-trace I/O, forwards calls to
the shadow heap, and handles errors generated by the shadow heap. The ﬁnal layer is the
shadow heap algorithm.
Figure 4.1 shows the design of our system. Event discovery happens in our modiﬁed
garbagecollector. Notiﬁcationoftheeventgoesthroughmanylayersbeforeitishandledin
the shadow heap. The top three layers are in purple because they are all part of JikesRVM.
The bottom three layers are in brown to show that they are all part of the C++ library.
Figure 4.1: System Design
4.2 Basic shadow heap algorithm
I have implemented many shadow heap algorithms in our system, but they are all just
slightly modiﬁed versions of the basic shadow heap algorithm which is explained here.
This basic algorithm expects to be notiﬁed of heap-affecting events that occur in the real
heap and uses this information to maintain a shadow heap, which is basically just a col-
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lection of shadow objects. Shadow objects are expected to follow an object model which
mandates that the shadow object be aware of certain properties of the real object it is shad-
owing. For example, a shadow object must maintain the time-stamp of the real object,
must be aware of all references contained by the real object, must know the address at
which the real object is located, and must know whether the real object is alive or dead.
A shadow heap algorithm is deﬁned by the events it needs to receive and the actions it
performs for the various events. At the very minimum, a shadow heap that performs the
Merlin algorithm needs to be notiﬁed of object allocations, pointer updates, the discovery
ofaroots, and thecompletionofacollections. Such aminimalistshadowheap wouldwork
as follows. The allocation event handler creates a new shadow object, inserts it into the
shadow heap, and increments time. The pointer update event handler looks up the source
and target objects in the shadow heap and updates reference state and Merlin time-stamps
accordingly. The root discovery event handler looks up the shadow object associated with
the root and adds it to a root collection. The completed collection handler ﬁrst determines
if the completed collection was a fake or real collection. If it was a fake collection, all
objects in the root collection have their time-stamps updated. Otherwise, the shadow heap
does its own internal tracing of the roots thereby discovering all live shadow objects. Any
object not found to be alive is marked as dead. These dead objects are then fed to Merlin’s
death propagation algorithm, the ﬁnal death times are recorded in the GC-trace, and the
dead shadow objects are removed from the shadow heap. An alternative option would be
to implement fake GCs entirely within C++ library. Aside from being considerably more
difﬁcult, this approach would make the library more tightly coupled with JikesRVM and
was therefore a violation of one of our primary design goals.
Due to some of the design decisions we made, we ended up having to expand upon the
minimalist model. The ﬁrst issue is how to identify and look up objects. We decided to
use an object’s address for this purpose. This required that the shadow heap be informed
of possible changes to an object’s address. If an object gets copied during collection, it’s
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address will change, so the shadow heap needs to receive notiﬁcation of a copy event. The
copy eventhandler changes the key, by which the object gets looked up, to thenew address
and the object changes its internal address state.
Another important design decision was how to handle JikesRVM’s boot objects. The
creation of these objects will not trigger an allocation event because they were already in
existence before the program was run. We decided there would be a discovery period in
which all unidentiﬁed boot objects would be added to the shadow heap when they turned
up as participants in other events. This required that the shadow heap be notiﬁed of the
address range in which boot objects lie. It does this by receiving and handling a one-time
boot event which will be the ﬁrst event it receives.
The basic shadow heap does not implement any of our optimizing assumptions, so it
does not assume much about the heap it is shadowing. The only assumptions it makes are
that it will receive an event notiﬁcation if and only if that exact event has just happened.
Also, during fake or real collections, it assumes it will receive all the current roots. It
assumes that if these roots were traced, all live objects would eventually be found and no
dead objects would be found. In other words, it assumes the roots it receives are correct.
Finally, it assumes the heap we are shadowing has a boot area that is already populated
upon program startup. We assume that the heap will enumerate this area before the ﬁrst
collection of any kind (see section 4.3).
4.3 Integration with JikesRVM
CMerlinTrace is an adapted MMTk memory manager based on the semi-space collector
just like Hertz’s GC-tracing collector. This allowed us to reuse many of the code segments
in Hertz’s collector. CMerlinTrace behaves just like a semi-space collector except that it
notiﬁesthelibrary ofthevariouseventsand itsupportsfake collections. CMerlinTracewas
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designed to be analysis neutral: its operation does not change when we change analyses.
Only the shadow heap component should change (with one exception, see section 6.2).
CMerlinTracenotiﬁesthelibraryofeventsviathesys-callmechanismdescribedearlier
(see subsection 2.4.4). Making sys-calls from MMTk is simple once the programmer
has set up the infrastructure needed by the sys-call mechanism. Another nice quality of
sys-calls is that they do not cause any GC-trace-worthy events to occur. Sys-calls can
transfer execution to the C-code component of JikesRVM and, with some modiﬁcations to
JikesRVM’sconﬁgurationscripts,theC-codecomponentofJikesRVMcanbedynamically
linked with outside libraries (like the library containing the shadow heap).
The mechanisms available to MMTk collectors make discovery of most of the GC-
trace-worthy events easy. There are methods that are guaranteed to be executed for the
boot event, pointer update events, allocation events, object copy events, and collection
completion events. The only thing that could be considered difﬁcult is handling root dis-
covery events correctly. Care must be taken to ensure that the correct set of objects is
found to be roots. Also, if root-discovery events and copy-events are closely interleaved,
one must be very careful not to send a stale root object address to the library.
Although we made an effort to make as few changes to JikesRVM and MMTk as
possible, we were forced to make a few signiﬁcant changes. The most signiﬁcant change
(besides the addition of the CMerlinTrace collector) was the addition of a boot image
enumeration ability that was added to MMTk’s scanner. This capability is necessary for
the shadow heap to become aware of all the boot objects and their references. Another
signiﬁcant change was the modiﬁcation of JikesRVM object copying system. We modiﬁed
this system such that an object’s previous address was included in JikesRVM’s notiﬁcation
to its collectors regarding the copying of an object. We needed this information to be
passed to the shadow heap so that it could locate the object via its old address and then
update it. Finally, we had to add several glue functions in order to link CMerlinTrace with
our outside library.
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In this project, we have relied primarily on full builds using baseline compiler with
deterministic thread switching turned on and the adaptive optimization system turned off.
This conﬁguration leads to a greatly simpliﬁed virtual machine that is quick to build, easy
to debug, stable, and repeatable and therefore was ideal for development. Once we were
satisﬁed with the state of the project, we began working with more optimized conﬁgura-
tions.
4.4 Design Decisions
One of our most signiﬁcant decisions was how to handle object identiﬁcation. We de-
cided to scrap Hertz’s ﬁxed time-of-birth ID and to ID objects using their current address.
A time-of-birth ID system is superior to the address ID system in almost every way: it
is ﬁxed (non-changing) and provides lifetime related information in addition to identify-
ing the object. Unfortunately, using time-of-birth IDs will not be feasible in our system
because that would require that the object headers have an additional ﬁeld to store time-of-
birth. This ﬁeld is not provided for normal JikesRVM operation and could therefore cause
GC-trace distortion. The ability to ask an object for its address is always available. An
additional beneﬁt is that using addresses allows for additional error and sanity checking in
theshadow heap. We can use object size and address informationto check for overlap with
other objects. The downside is that, when objects are copied, the library must be notiﬁed
of the address changes, thus requiring us to handle an additional type of event. Another
downside to the address ID system is that it is vulnerable to a new type of error: the stale
address error. Stale address errors occur when an object gets copied but, when the next
GC-trace-worthy event happens to that object, the old address is sent as an argument to the
shadow heap instead of the new address.
Another signiﬁcant decision was the question of how to handle boot objects. As men-
tioned earlier, these objects exist prior to the program’s execution and therefore they do
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not trigger allocation events. However, because boot objects may have references into the
non-boot area, the shadow heap must be at least be aware of such references. There were
many possible approaches to the boot-object issue. We could have had the boot image
writer keep a log of all the boot objects it created. This log could be read later by the
shadow heap. The boot image writer program is complicated, and sensitive to changes in
the implementation of JikesRVM, so we felt it would be difﬁcult to do this cleanly and in
such a way that changes to the boot image writer program would not break the logging
process. Another option was to scan the boot area at boot time as Hertz does. However,
Hertz’s code makes use of added links in the object headers to scan the boot image. We
wanted to avoid changing the object headers and did not see another easy way of doing
this. A third option was to ignore the boot objects and simply keep a remembered set of
references going from the boot area into the non-boot area. This option is attractive for a
number of reasons, but its correctness relies on some strong assumptions. For this reason,
we delegated this approach to an optional optimization (see section 6.1). The ﬁnal option
is to discover the boot objects and references as they appear in the various events. In order
to ensure we have discovered the entire boot area, we force a full scan of the boot area as
soon as GC is enabled. This scan will generate artiﬁcial pointer update events for every
scanned reference. We decided to go with this approach as it was the easiest to implement
and required the least signiﬁcant modiﬁcations to JikesRVM.
Yet another design decision was how to do development in JikesRVM. Early in the
development process, I took the liberty of making any change to JikesRVM that I desired.
The result was that many important MMTk classes became very different from their orig-
inal state. Unfortunately, it is very easy to introduce bugs by doing things this way and
it can be very difﬁcult to detect these bugs. I eventually scrapped this strategy in favor
of a strategy that avoided changes to JikesRVM if at all possible. The basis of this strat-
egy was the realization that coding within JikesRVM is hard and debugging JikesRVM is
even worse. We should therefore seek to rely on code that we know works (the original
code) and isolate the vast majority of our changes within the CMerlinTrace collector. This
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strategy paid off. When a mysterious bug would come up, I would only have to look at
a small number of modiﬁed JikesRVM areas. In the face of overwhelming runtimes and
GC-trace ﬁle sizes, I did most of my JikesRVM debugging by simply taking another look
at the changes I had made. This would not have been possible if I had not kept the number
of changes small.
There were some interesting design decisions that had to be made within the shadow
heap as well. Since all of our shadow heaps are just slight reﬁnements of the basic shadow
heap algorithm, inheritance seemed like the most natural design. A specialty shadow heap
could inherit from the basic shadow heap and override the few methods it needed to be
different. Originally, I used preprocessor directives within a single class to create different
shadow heaps, but this approach had terrible scalability because as the number of options
increased, the code became unreadable. However, the inheritance approach had scalability
issues as well. As the number of options increased, the number of classes exploded. The
current implementation has three optimization options and three operation-mode options.
I need a core algorithm for every possible combination of optimization options. That
alone puts me at eight classes. Also, I need each core algorithm to be deﬁned for each
operation mode. This puts me up to 24 classes (see Appendix B for class diagram). While
24 classes is manageable, the addition of another optimization option would require 48
classes, which is ridiculous. Another side effect of the inheritance based approach is that I
was forced to use multiple inheritance in order to avoid repeating fragments of the shadow
heap algorithms. I discovered that multiple inheritance, especially diamond inheritance,
is useful when all base classes override mutually exclusive sets of methods from the top
class. I was very often pleasantly surprised that I could combine the various shadow heap
algorithms using multiple inheritance and get the combo algorithm almost for free.
In order to maximize the ease of using multiple inheritance, I made another key de-
sign decision to separate the pre and post-condition logic for the event handlers into their
own methods. I had noticed that oftentimes, the only difference in the behaviors of the
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event handlers or the various shadow heap algorithms was the need/opportunity for ad-
ditional/modiﬁed pre/post-conditions. The core behavior was not different. Separating
pre/post-conditionsfrom the core logic allowed me to override fewer event handlers there-
fore reducing the number of difﬁcult-to-resolve ambiguities in the classes using multiple
inheritance (see section 7.1).
In hindsight, it might have been wiser to use composition by delegating the various
event handlers to instance variables. In this scenario, the developer could change the
shadow heap algorithm by swapping in different objects to handle the events. This ap-
proachwouldrequirethatshadowheaplogicbepartitionedintomanycomponents(spaces,
writebarriers, tracers, roothandlers etc). Mostsub-typingwouldbedoneatthecomponent
level and shadow heaps would primarily be differentiated by the types of the components
they contained. At one point I tried to design such a system, but ended up translating the
current, large multiple inheritance structure into many smaller multiple inheritance struc-
tures. This did not seem like a big enough improvement to mandate a rewrite of the entire
library and it could have hurt performance by adding an additional layer of indirection.
A ﬁnal important design decision was the decision to make CMerlinTrace analysis
neutral. Originally, we had a separate conﬁguration of CMerlinTrace for every possible
shadow heap. These conﬁgurations were designed so that CMerlinTrace would not waste
time reporting irrelevant events to the optimized shadow heaps. However, our testing
showed that the system’s performance was not signiﬁcantly affected by the avoidance of
notiﬁcations for irrelevant events. The only important thing was that these events were not
handled in theshadow heap. We decided to movethe checks for the irrelevancyof an event
out of CMerlinTrace and into the various shadow heap algorithms. The change, at the cost
of a slight amount of performance, allowed us to simplify our system by removing lots of
conﬁgurations and ﬂag-checking in the JikesRVM component. It also made the JikesRVM
component analysis neutral which, combined with dynamic linking of the shadow heap,
allowed us to reuse the same JikesRVM build for any analysis.
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4.5 Project History
The initial long-term goal of our project was to create a generational collector that pre-
tenured objects based on lifetimepredictions. Pretenuring is thenamefor theact ofputting
a newly allocated object directly into a higher generation instead of in the nursery gener-
ation. The ﬁrst step in the goal involved creating an oracle collector to see what kind of
performance beneﬁts a pretenuring generational collector could achieve if it had a perfect
predictor. Oracle collectors use preexisting GC-traces to know exactly how long an object
will live at its allocation time. In order to create an Oracle, one needs to have perfect,
non-distorted GC-traces. In the newest version of JikesRVM available at that time, Hertz’s
tracing system was not entirely reliable when GC-tracing with perfect accuracy, so our
ﬁrst mission was to be able to produce GC-traces. This is how the shadow heap system
was born.
In order to produce GC-traces compatible with a pretenuring generational collector, I
thought it would be best to GC-trace a generational collector. So, the ﬁrst MMTk collector
that I integrated with the shadow heap was a modiﬁed version of GenCopy. The ﬁrst
technical hurdles were ﬁguring out the best way to cross the boundary from JikesRVM
Java code to our shadow heap C++ code. Using dynamic linking and the Java’s JNI (Java
Native Interface), which allows Java to call (and be called) by native C/C++ code, was
one option. Unfortunately, JNI calls had too many side effects, like allocating objects, to
be usable within an MMTk garbage collector. With help from the JikesRVM mailing list,
I discovered JikesRVM’s sys-call mechanism and was soon able to notify our library of
allocation and pointer update events.
The next signiﬁcant hurdles were ﬁguring out how to notify our library of the boot
objects and how to notify our library that certain objects had died. Initially, I reconﬁgured
JikesRVM so that Hertz’s boot object scanning code would work for our collector as well.
When a boot object was scanned, I would send an allocation event to our library. To ﬁnd
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dead objects, during collections, I would send the roots to the library which would then to
its own tracing to ﬁnd dead objects.
Around this time I realized that using the expanded headers (object ID, link ﬁelds) was
a mistake in that it could be a source of GC-trace distortion. I made a big move switching
all object identiﬁcation to be based on object addresses. I had to learn how JikesRVM
copied objects and implemented a copy event notiﬁer (in JikesRVM) and event handler
(in C). There were many issues that came up with this change. The most notable was a
potential inconsistency between the root discovery notiﬁer and the copy event notiﬁer. It
was easy to have root discovery notiﬁer sending stale addresses to the C++ library. Once
an object gets copied, its old ObjectReference becomes out of date and ObjectReferences
are not self-updating. The set of roots is presented as a batch of ObjectReferences, so if
an object gets copied and is later processed as a root, the ObjectReference you will be
looking at will be stale.
I then tackled one of the most difﬁcult problems, how to perform a collection that
enumerates roots and does nothing else. I did not do a good job in my ﬁrst attempt at this
and ended up hacking JikesRVM in many places to get it to work. Also, due to very slow
performance, I moved our core algorithm into using a BootRemset (see section 6.1). This
improved performance dramatically and allowed our system to omit the boot enumeration
phase. The boot enumeration I was doing was based on Hertz’s code which relied on
the enhanced object headers. Omitting this phase and using addresses instead of time-of-
birth for object identiﬁcation allowed our system to work with normal, unmodiﬁed object
headers.
At this point, I had a system that had all the capabilities needed to produce an accurate
MerlinGC-trace, andIbeganlookingintoveriﬁcation. Iwroteatoolthatproducedan ASL
trace from a Merlin GC-trace. An ASL trace is a simple trace that only has ASL-records.
An ASL-record contains the address, size, and lifetime of an allocated object. An ASL
trace lists these records chronologically. To verify that our GC-tracing mechanisms did
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not affect allocation patterns, I implemented two modes of operation for CMerlinTrace. In
one mode, it would notify the library of events and produce a GC-trace. In the other, after
each allocation it would read a line from an ASL trace to verify that the allocated object
matched up with the ASL ﬁle. I had some success here, but verifying the lifetimes I was
producing was more difﬁcult. Our system and Hertz’s system produced such drastically
differentASLtraces thattheywouldhavebeendifﬁculttocomparewithoutsomeadvanced
pattern matching tool.
At this point in the project, I was running into lots of bugs when trying to produce
fully accurate GC-traces. I realized that, with JikesRVM as mangled as it as had gotten, it
would be difﬁcult debug due to the great number of areas that had been modiﬁed and were
therefore suspect. Also, I knew that if I wanted to contribute our work to the JikesRVM
project, I would have to ﬁnd a cleaner way of implementing Merlin within JikesRVM.
Here is where our design fundamentally changed direction and choices were made that
led me to our current implementation. I decided to totally redo the work I had done on
the JikesRVM side with new priorities being minimizing changes to JikesRVM and doing
things as similarly as possible to how Hertz had done things. Although our system and
Hertz’ system are very different, the manner in which we discover events is nearly identi-
cal. I scrapped our GenCopy collector and made a new GC-tracing semi-space collector
that was based on Hertz’s collector. I also decided to greatly increase the debugging and
veriﬁcation inside the C++ library as I realized that this was the only easy way to catch
problems early.
The great number of debugging and veriﬁcation opportunities provided by the shadow,
and the relative ease of their implementation, caused me to realize how powerful the
shadow heap approach was for advanced analysis and veriﬁcation. One such analysis was
running the brute force algorithm within the shadow library in parallel with the Merlin
algorithm. Also, as I came up with new optimizations, I would create a companion veri-
ﬁcation class with the optimization class. The number of subclasses of the basic shadow
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heap algorithm exploded. Clearly, with a dependable JikesRVM implementation, and with
lots of veriﬁcation, debugging, and unit tests within the C++ library, I was able to start
making big steps forward.
With the completion of many high-quality shadow heaps, and the integration of our
system with a powerful, python-based testing tool, I was able to start to analyze the per-
formance proﬁle of our system. I soon discovered that, similar to the Hertz system, I was
spending too much time performing trace-I/O-related tasks. I replaced our old trace-IO
code, which relied heavily on string operations, with a buffering system that scanned pa-
rameters directly into a buffer. This improved performance dramatically. At this point,
three out of four of our system’s components (transitions, shadow heap, and trace-IO) now
had very good performance.
This major advance in the project exposed the last major bottleneck in our system’s
performance: the cost of ﬁnding all the roots (the fake collections). Also, this bottleneck
will be much harder to break because it is inherent to the necessary event discovery for
the Merlin algorithm. Because our library is simply a receiver of root discovery events,
there is not much that can be done in the library to speed this process up. Even our
modiﬁed collector in MMTk is not unable to resolve this problem because it, like all
MMTk collectors, relies on core JikesRVM root scanning methods to perform its garbage
collections. Only signiﬁcant changes to JikesRVM internals, along with changes to the
Merlin algorithm itself, will be able to break this bottleneck. These changes are beyond
the scope of this project.
The ﬁnal phase of the project was broken down into two major goals: improving the
ﬂexibility/ease-of-use of our system and getting our system to work with JikesRVM’s
optimizing compiler. In order to achieve the ﬁrst goal, we made the JikesRVM side of our
system as analysis-neutral as possible. In other words, we redesigned the system so that
JikesRVM did not need to know if we were running a BootRemset-based algorithm or a
SkipGCUpdate-based algorithm. For example, previously JikesRVM had to know if we
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were running a SkipGCUpdate-based algorithm so that it could avoid notifying the library
of gc-related updates (the library would report an error if it did receive such an update). In
the current implementation, the skipping of gc-related updates is left to the library. When
combined with dynamic linking, this approach allows the same build of JikesRVM to be
used with many different shadow heaps in the library.
Getting our system to work with JikesRVM’s optimizing compiler was more difﬁcult.
In general, any synchronization error in one’s code is more likely to manifest in optimiz-
ing mode due to the large increase in the number of threads running simultaneously. Also,
there are places in the optimization-related code where certain key assumptions are vio-
lated. For example, there is code in the class OSR ObjectHolder where MAGIC is used to
update a reference instead of simply coding the update in Java. The result is that this up-
date goes undetected by the write barrier system and the library was not being notiﬁed of
this change in the heap structure. This led to consistency-related errors in our GC-tracing
system. This problem was difﬁcult to detect, but easy to ﬁx: we manually added a notiﬁ-
cation to the library. Our system can now run the JVM98 benchmarks with the optimizing
compiler.
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Comparing the Two Systems
In this chapter, we will compare our system with the Hertz system on a number of dimen-
sions. Each section will cover a certain dimension, describing all the advantages of the
Hertz system followed by the advantages of our system. The discussion will be at a high
level and the actual results of our various tests will be saved for the Results chapter (see
chapter 8).
5.1 Performance
The Hertz approach has some fundamental performance advantages. Integrating Merlin
tightly with MMTk and JikesRVM allowed Hertz to take advantage of JikesRVM internals
(like object headers) to increase performance. For example, as stated earlier, the Hertz
system maintains key Merlin state within the object headers. Most of MMTk’s event
discovery mechanisms take object references as arguments. These object references get
passed into Hertz’ core Merlin algorithm. Any modiﬁcations that Merlin needs to make to
the object headers can be done in constant time because it already has a reference to the
object whose header is being changed. In contrast, our system’s event handlers take object
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addresses as arguments and therefore has to perform a logarithmic operation, an STL map
lookup, to map the object address to the shadow object.
Another important Hertz performance advantage is that the entire Merlin algorithm is
implemented in Java with the MMTk. This means that the cost of making transitions into
his Merlin algorithm is trivial. In contrast, our system, when transitioning from JikesRVM
into our Merlin algorithm, must go through the JikesRVM sys-call (see subsection 2.4.4)
interface to get into JikesRVM’s C-code. This step alone requires several method calls.
Then, JikesRVM C-code must make a call to get into our C++ library and several more
calls are required to penetrate though the layers of the library into the core algorithm. So,
not only does our system require many more method calls, but it also requires a language
boundary crossing. Crossing the language boundary incurs additional overhead because
the calling conventions are different in Java and C and therefore the method which crosses
the boundary must have its call translated into the new convention. Our testing has shown
that cost of transitioning into the C++ library is surprisingly small. It typically adds less
than three percent to the total running time.
Our system takes an additional performance hit because it must handle copy events
in addition to the events handled by the Hertz system. This burden is incurred because
our system identiﬁes objects by their current address and therefore must know when that
address changes. Because our system is built on top of a modiﬁed semi-space collector,
every live object (except boot objects, immortal objects, and large objects) will be copied
when a real collection occurs. Therefore, our collector will be handling thousands of
extra events each time a real collection occurs. Fortunately, the impact of this additional
overhead is small since there are usually hundreds of thousands of fake collections per real
collection.
Our system takes another performance hit when it comes to scanning the boot image.
The Hertz system must loop through each object in the boot image, but our system must
scan the entire boot image and ﬁnd all the references that have a boot image source object.
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This is considerably more expensiveand more difﬁcult than looping through the objects in
the boot image. Fortunately, this is a one-time event whose cost is mostly masked by the
slowness of GC-tracing in general. Also, certain types of shadow heap algorithms do not
require a boot-image scan (like BootRemsetHeap).
Finally, the Hertz system handles synchronization more efﬁciently than our system. In
the Hertz system, the Merlin algorithm runs within special, uninterruptible code. Threads
that are running this code cannot be preempted and will run uninterrupted until they leave
the uninterruptible code section. When running with a single virtual processor, uninter-
ruptibility alone is enough to guarantee the thread-safeness of the Hertz system. Unfor-
tunately, even though sys-calls are theoretically uninterruptible, we found it necessary to
protect the shadow heap with a lock. The acquiring and releasing of this lock adds some
additional overhead.
Fortunately, our system has some performances advantages of its own. First, the ma-
jority of our system is implemented in C++, which almost always runs faster than Java
code, which is the language the Hertz system is implemented in. It is hard to discern
the impact the language difference has on the two systems’ performance because the two
systems differ in many more ways besides the language of implementation.
Another advantage of our system is that it spends less time processing GC-trace events
that were generated by the GC-tracing system. This is due to the fact that the C++ li-
brary component of our system runs side-effect free with respect to GC-tracing. What
this means is that execution within the C++ library will never generate extra GC-trace
events because all the event discovery mechanisms are in JikesRVM. This is not the case
in the Hertz system because, as a Java component running within JikesRVM, it will trigger
JikesRVM event discovery mechanisms. Because researchers are usually interested in an
application’s normal (non-GC-tracing) behavior, time spent GC-tracing events related to
the GC-tracing system (GC-trace distortion) is time wasted.
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Running Merlin within a sophisticated shadow heap algorithm opens up the possibility
of implementing algorithmic optimizations in Merlin. As we will see in the next chapter,
we have been able to use the extra power of the shadow heap to speed up Merlin. This ap-
proach is not as practical in the Hertz system due to the limited power and ﬂexibility of the
object-header-based approach. The Hertz system could be enhanced by adding function-
ality by including extra objects in the boot image of the GC-tracing system. However, any
increase in the logic being run in the Hertz system will also generate additional GC-trace
distortion which will partially offset any gains.
5.2 Robustness
The Hertz system has an advantage with respect to robustness. As mentioned in the pre-
vious section, the uninterruptibility guarantees provided by the JikesRVM compilers do
not seem to be as effective when execution leaves JikesRVM and enters C-code. Although
both systems make calls into C-code, our system makes more of them and our system’s
calls tend to be of longer duration. The lock that we added to the library has, so far, been
enough to prevent synchronization problems.
With respect to our system, the Hertz system also has the advantage of being written
in Java, which is a safer language than C/C++. By incorporating a large C++ component
in our system, there is a chance that memory errors in the C++ component could corrupt
either its own memory or the memory used by JikesRVM. Also, one of our optimizations
(event buffer) works by directly accessing JikesRVM memory, thus increasing the likeli-
hood that bugs in the C++ library could affect JikesRVM.
The major advantage to our system, with respect to robustness, is that nothing that
occurs (under correct operation) in the C++ library will cause a side-effect in JikesRVM
because Java code is never called from within the library. This greatly increases the ro-
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bustness of our system because we do not have to worry about our core algorithm causing
an unintended side-effect. Unintended side-effects can be difﬁcult to avoid in JikesRVM
because the code that the JikesRVM compilers generate can perform all kinds of extra
logic in addition to the logic the programmer coded. For example, the C++ component
of our system is free to update pointers and allocate objects whenever it needs them. In
contrast, a pointer update, or especially an allocation, in the wrong place within JikesRVM
can break the code due to the side effects it will cause.
Another advantage to our system is that, because it is more independent of JikesRVM
(and less tightly coupled), it is less sensitive to modiﬁcations to MMTk and JikesRVM.
In other words, as JikesRVM evolves, there will be less of a chance that the changes to
JikesRVM will cause our system to break.
Another advantage to our system is that, as described earlier, it is impossible for the
GC-tracing algorithmto generate GC-trace-worthy events. This is not the case in theHertz
system. Any time GC-tracing system is performing operations that cause it to GC-trace
itself, it can open up the possibility of inﬁnite recursion or unanticipated corner cases and,
in general, complicates the execution of the GC-tracing system.
There is some evidence that the Hertz system has had robustness issues. For example,
the JikesRVM version I have been using crashes when GC-tracing with both the baseline
andoptimizingcompilerwhenthetracerateis frequent. Weneed tocheck otherJikesRVM
versions to see if they also crash. Anecdotally, GC-tracing has been problematic for quite
a while.
Finally, our system does not require as much special support from JikesRVM such as
enhanced object headers and various extra services in the core VM (like those provided
by TraceInterface and MM Interface). In other words, our system relies primarily on
basic JikesRVM features that are needed by all MMTk memory managers. As JikesRVM
matures, these features are less likely to be left behind.
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5.3 Capabilities
Looking at the capability dimension, our system has a clear advantage. The shadow heap
approach to analysis is extremely powerful. Our system has shadow heaps that, with only
minor changes to the regular algorithm, can verify all kinds of properties of the Merlin
algorithm and the heap it is shadowing. I can verify the correctness of all incoming events
and theirarguments; I can verify that the lifetimes produced by our Merlin implementation
are in-sync with a concurrently running Brute-force algorithm; I can verify that both our
shadow heap and the JikesRVM collector consider the same objects to be alive; I can
verify that no two objects overlap in memory; etc. Also, different capabilities can be
swappedinwithoutanychangetotheJikesRVMenvironmentandwithoutanyside-effects.
This means we can change our analysis without changing a single aspect of JikesRVM’s
behavior (assuming the events that the analysis expects to be notiﬁed of do not change).
Veriﬁcation capabilities would be difﬁcult to implement within the Hertz system due
to having to avoid certain side effects. Other, less harmful side effects would be unavoid-
able and would cause trace distortion. It would be impossible to change analyses without
also changing JikesRVM’s behavior because one’s analyses would be running as a part of
JikesRVM. So, the capability of modifying analyses without modifying JikesRVM behav-
ior is unique to our system.
Finally, our system has the additional capability of producing GC-traces ofﬂine. Our
system can take, as input, a record of events and from this create a Merlin GC-trace. We
can also replay a GC-trace by takinga GC-trace ﬁle as input. The capabilitiesof producing
Merlin traces ofﬂine and replaying traces are unique to our system. More generally, our
system can be run in a stand-alone fashion (without JikesRVM), which cannot be done
with the Hertz system.
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5.4 GC-Trace Distortion
Trace distortion refers to the degree to which the GC-trace is affected by the GC-tracing
system. A GC-tracing system that was trace-distortion-free would produce a GC-trace that
would be identical to the GC-trace produced by an omniscient GC-tracer (a GC-tracer that
could GC-trace a program without running any extra GC-tracing code). In other words, a
distortion-free GC-tracing system would produce a GC-trace that would correlate exactly
with the behavior of the program under normal execution.
I have split the concept of trace distortion into three categories. Category one trace
distortion represents the trace distortion that is harmless to lifetime analysis. Since alloca-
tions and death events by deﬁnition affect lifetimes, category one trace distortion always
consists of pointer update events alone. For example, if one’s GC-tracing system gener-
ated some extra reference updates between boot objects and these updates never changed
the reachability of any object, this would be category one trace distortion. This category
of distortion is mildly undesirable because it causes the GC-tracing system to waste time
and hard drive space processing events that the researcher is not interested in. Also, it is
difﬁcult to prove that category one trace distortion will stay in category one in all circum-
stances. Pointer updates always have the potential to change reachability.
Category two trace distortion represents the trace distortion that changes the object
lifetimes, but only for objects that are a part of the VM. For example, the fake collection
process in JikesRVM generates dozens of updates per fake collection. We have directly
observed that, on rare occasions, these updates can cause the death of a VM object. This
means that these updates have an effect on that object’s lifetime and therefore fall into
category two. Category two trace distortion is very undesirable because it means the life-
times produced from the trace will start to diverge from the lifetimes that will occur during
normal execution. However, it is still acceptable to have a small amount of category two
distortion because the lifetimes of the VM objects are generally less interesting than the
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lifetimes of the application’s objects.
Category three trace distortion represents the trace distortion that changes the lifetimes
of objects that belong to the application. It would be very difﬁcult to do anything (non-
malicious) inside the VM that would cause an application object to become unreachable.
However, notice that if our GC-tracing systemallocates an object in the middleof program
execution, based on our measure of time, such an event will, by deﬁnition, affect the
lifetimes of all objects that were alive at the time. This would mean that such an allocation
would distort the lifetime of every application object that was alive at the time of the
allocation. Category three trace distortion is unacceptable and for this reason it is the
case that the GC-tracing mechanism should never allocate objects after the VM has been
booted. This prohibition on allocation is one reason why implementing Merlin inside
Jikes is more difﬁcult than implementing it within a C++ library. The C++ library is free
to allocate whenever it wishes because the memory it allocates is allocated independently
of JikesRVM. It is not possible to achieve this independence from within JikesRVM.
Unfortunately, both our system and the Hertz system incur a large amount of category
one trace distortionand a small amount of category two distortion. The cause of the major-
ity of the distortion is, in both systems, the fake collection process. A limited preparation
and release phase must be executed, even for fake collections. The code executed in prepa-
ration and release causes a large number of reference updates. As mentioned earlier, these
updates occasionally are responsible for the death of an object. Fortunately, our system
incurs no signiﬁcant additional distortion.
The Hertz system does incur some additional distortion for a number of reasons. The
ﬁrst is that, because the Merlin algorithm operates within Jikes, any reference updates it
performs will be GC-traced. Second, because the Hertz system relies on larger object
headers, thus increasing the memory required by each object, garbage collections will oc-
cur sooner than they would have under normal operation. This increased frequency of
garbage collections represents a signiﬁcant divergence from normal operation and will
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affect the GC-trace by increasing the number of pointer updates since more work is be-
ing done. As we mentioned earlier, additional updates have the potential to change the
reachability of certain objects.
One might wonder if the increased size of the objects being allocated (due to the
larger headers) would constitute category three distortion since time is incremented by
the amount of allocation. The Hertz system dodges this problem by instead measuring
time by the amount of non-header-related allocation. Unfortunately, this approach has
implications for the quality of the information in the GC-trace (see section 5.5).
The categories of the extra distortion caused by Hertz’s Merlin implementation are
unknown since the veriﬁcation code we used to categorize distortion only works with our
system. However,becauseneitheroursystemnortheHertzsystemallocatesobjectsduring
application execution, it is safe to say that neither system incurs category three distortion.
5.5 GC-Trace quality
Another topic closely related to trace distortion is GC-trace quality, which can be deﬁned
as the degree to which the GC-trace is useful. Trace distortion reduces trace quality by
making the GC-trace less applicable to normal operational behavior. Trace quality is also
affected by the amount and quality of information contained by the GC-trace.
The Hertz system, when using its traditional I/O style (see section 3.3), produces ver-
bose GC-trace records containing lots of information. For example, the Hertz system
produces allocation records that fully enumerate the allocation site by printing the name
of the class, name of the method, name of the type of the object being allocated, and the
byte offset of the line of code within the method that performed the allocation. On the
other hand, our system, when running in verbose mode, produces records that enumerate
the root sets, the moment a collection ﬁnishes, the objects found to be alive during full
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collections, and the way objects are copied.
One advantage our system has is that, because it does not change the size of the object
headers, it can measure time by the total number of bytes allocated. As mentioned earlier,
the Hertz system must measure time by the number of non-header-related bytes allocated.
This means that the information contained in Hertz’ GC-traces hides some of the alloca-
tion that is actually happening in the system, which reduces its correlation with the real
behavior.
Another consideration in comparing the trace quality of the two systems is how the
systems terminate. The Hertz system gets notiﬁed that the system is about to exit and
performs a ﬁnal death-scan in which all objects are considered to be dead. This will
produce a death record for every object in the system that was still alive. However, after
all objects have been marked as dead in the GC-trace, a small number of additional update
records are generated as JikesRVM runs the remainder of its terminating code. This means
that the GC-trace will contain update records for objects that were previously marked as
dead. While this contradiction does not affect the correctness of object lifetime analysis,
it could confuse other types of analyses. In our system, the exiting collection is called by
the destructor of a static interface object. This destructor will not be called until after Jikes
has completely terminated and therefore it is valid to consider all objects to be dead.
5.6 Flexibility
With respect to ﬂexibility, the Hertz system has the advantage of being able to represent
addresses using a class. A class representation of an address is more ﬂexible than using
a basic type like an int or long because the internals of a class can change without the
client’s knowledge. Unfortunately, because our system must convey address information
across the language boundary, we must represent addresses using a type understood by
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both Java and C/C++. The only types that meet this condition are the basic types (like int).
This makes our system sensitive to whether JikesRVM is running in 32 or 64 bit mode.
In 64 bit mode, an int is not large enough to store an address and in 32 bit mode a long
is overkill. Within the C++ library, we use an unsigned long to represent addresses. This
should be sufﬁcient since C compilers have ﬂags that enable us to compilecode in 32 or 64
bit mode. An unsigned long is 32 bits in 32 bit mode and 64 bits in 64 bit mode. However,
we do not have this ability in JikesRVM’s Java code. In Java, the long data type is always
64 bits and the int data type is always 32 bits. For now, our address-related JikesRVM
code will only work in 32 bit mode. 64-bit versions of JikesRVM are only in their infancy
at the moment.
Our system has the advantage that its most signiﬁcant component, the shadow heap
implementedwithintheC++ library, couldbeused by anyVM codethat couldbemodiﬁed
to work with it. The Hertz system, being tightly integrated with JikesRVM and reliant on
the JikesRVM object headers, will not be transferable to other VM codes.
As alluded to in the capability section (see section 5.3), the C++ library approach gives
the system much additional ﬂexibility when compared to the Hertz system. The object-
header-based approach used in the Hertz system restricts the types of analyses that can
be used. In contrast, the shadow heap is a very ﬂexible platform for developing analyses.
Also, oursystemmakesit mucheasierto switchanalyses. In addition,ourdynamiclinking
approach (to link JikesRVM C code with our C++ library) allows us to switch analyses
without having to recompile JikesRVM. This is signiﬁcant when using optimized builds
of JikesRVM since optimized builds can take over an hour to create.
An additional ﬂexibility advantage with our system is that the shadow heap is com-
patible with any type of garbage collector. This is because the shadow heap can do its
own independent trace of the roots and ﬁnd all live objects. The Hertz system has to loop
through all the spaces in the memory manager, checking each object in each space to ﬁnd
the objects that have died. This approach will not work for partial collectors because all
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the objects in uncollected spaces will be misinterpreted as dead. The reason for this is that
when one queries a space about the liveness of an object, the space will either check the
mark bit of the object or the forward pointer (to determine if it was copied). If a partial
collector executes a limited collection, some objects that are live will be ignored by the
collection and therefore will not get their mark bit set or be copied.
5.7 Software Engineering
From a software engineering point of view, the Hertz system has the advantage of sim-
plicity and compactness. The Hertz system is wholly contained within Jikes. Although
the Hertz system requires about 400 more lines of JikesRVM code than our system, our
system requires a large amount of extra glue code within the C/C++ part of JikesRVM and
a large, ten thousand line C++ library.
The Hertz system is also simpler to use for a number of reasons. The inﬂexibility of
the Hertz system means that there are no modiﬁable variables of the system presented to
the user. In our system, there are a great number of possible C++ library and JikesRVM
conﬁgurations that the user must be familiar with. Also, when using the Hertz system, the
user only has to be concerned with JikesRVM. A user of our system must use the C++
library and JikesRVM components together correctly. Wrapping the entire system with
a script has made the system easier to use, although it is still more complicated than the
Hertz system.
Fortunately, our system has some software engineering advantages of its own. The
C++ library component of our system was profoundly easier to debug and unit test than
the JikesRVM component of our system. JikesRVM is not a very friendly environment
for debugging and unit testing. Debugging is particularly difﬁcult when running Merlin
because bugs often occur several hours into the program’s execution. By moving the core
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functionality of our system into a separate C++ library, I created an entity that could be
independently unit tested and debugged. It also allowed me to use command line and
visual debuggers along with program analyzers like Valgrind [19]. Whenever a bug oc-
curred within the C++ library during a full-system run, I could take the GC-trace that was
produced and replay it while using a debugger and without having to run JikesRVM. Any
system implemented entirely within JikesRVM, like the Hertz system, is going to be more
difﬁcult to debug than a system which is more independent.
An additional advantage of our system is the ability to write code within the C++
library without restrictions (like not being able to allocate) and fear of side effects. This
makes it much easier write correct code and allows the programmer to use useful things
like C++’s STL. Writing correct code within an MMTk garbage collector is quite difﬁcult.
The increased power of the shadow heap also allows for more powerful veriﬁcation
and error checking. We were able to use error checking and veriﬁcation code within the
shadow heap to not only check the correctness of the shadow heap, but also as a way of
debuggingthe JikesRVM componentof our system. This was the manner in which the vast
majority of bugs in the JikesRVM component of our system were discovered and resolved.
5.8 Conclusion
Almost all of the major beneﬁts of our design come from two high level properties. The
ﬁrst is the fact that the majority of our system lies outside of JikesRVM in a separate
C++ library that runs outside the JikesRVM system. We will refer to this property of our
design as independence. The second is the power we get from our shadow heap, which is a
more general and powerful technique than the Hertz object-header-based approach. These
two properties give our system what we feel to be major advantages in capability and
ﬂexibility. We also feel our system has a distinct (but not major) advantage in robustness,
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trace distortion, trace quality, and software engineering. The only dimension in which our
system does not have a clear advantage is performance. As we will see in the Results
chapter (see chapter 8), some of our shadow heaps run slower than the Hertz system and
some run faster.
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Optimizations
During the course of this project, we discovered four optimizations that speed up GC-
tracing (some of these techniques only apply to GC-tracing with a shadow heap). Some of
theseoptimizationsarebasedonimprovingthespeedoftheshadowheap. Othersarebased
on optimizing the interactions between JikesRVM and the C++ library. In this chapter, we
will present these optimizations and the assumptions that they are based on. One of our
optimizations, RootDiffHeap (see section 6.2), requires modiﬁcations in JikesRVM’s be-
havior as well as modiﬁcations to the shadow heap . We have conﬁrmed that the changes
to JikesRVM’s behavior will not cause GC-trace distortion. The effectiveness of these
optimizations will be presented in the Results chapter (see chapter 8). The methods for
verifying the assumptions that these optimizations are based on are presented in the veri-
ﬁcation chapter.
6.1 BootRemsetHeap
A BootRemset is a remembered set of references going from the boot area into the non-
boot area. The usage of a BootRemset implies that the boot area will be otherwiseignored.
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The BootRemsetHeap version of the shadow heap algorithm is slightly different from the
basic shadow heap. BootRemsetHeap maintains an extra piece of state, the BootRemset,
which maps a boot object address into a structure (also implemented as a map) that con-
tains all of that boot object’s references into the non-boot area. The secondary map maps
offsets of reference ﬁelds to the shadow object of the object referred to by that reference.
BootRemsetHeap also modiﬁes the behavior of the pointer update event handler and the
reachability analysis. The modiﬁcations to the pointer update event handler deal with the
maintenance of the BootRemset. The reachability analysis is also modiﬁed so that, when
the exiting collection occurs, all shadow objects which are the targets of the BootRemset
get their time-stamp updated (this happens in addition to the basic behavior). The root
discovery event handler will skip roots that are also boot objects.
6.1.1 Assumption
The BootRemset optimizations are based on the high-level assumption that the objects in
the boot area are immortal. Alternatively, it is based on the fact that the lifetimes of boot
objects are not interesting since they are not collected by JikesRVM. If boot objects are
immortal and we do not care about their lifetimes, we can make a stronger assumption
that the boot objects can be totally ignored by the shadow heap with the exception of the
references the boot objects may have into the non boot area since these references can
affect the reachability of regular objects. Clearly, if boot objects have references to non-
boot objects, the non-boot targets need to be considered alive by the shadow heap. The
state of all such references is maintained by a remembered set, the BootRemset.
An analysis of the validity of the immortality assumption showed that, even though
boot objects are located in an immortal space, that does not mean that boot objects do not
ever become unreachable (dead). We have conﬁrmed that a small percentage (less that ﬁve
percent) of boot objects willbecome unreachable during any executionof JikesRVM. Boot
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objectsmustbereferenced eitherdirectlyorindirectlyfromthestaticarea sincestaticroots
are the only roots that will be recorded by the boot image writer. Any update to a static
root or update to a reference between boot objects is likely to make certain boot objects
unreachable. Fortunately, such updates are rare and few boot objects die. Intuitively, this
makes sense because the boot objects are the objects used by the essential services used by
the VM and these services tend to use the same objects for the duration of the execution.
We have shown that boot objects can become unreachable during an execution of
JikesRVM. Any object that only has incoming references from unreachable boot objects
will be considered dead by JikesRVM and will be freed during the next collection. We
immediately realized that, from our point of view, it only mattered if the boot objects that
had references to the non-boot area, the source objects of the BootRemset, were becoming
unreachable. Further study showed that even this weaker assumption is broken 3-5 times
by our various benchmarks (see section 8.2).
At this point, we thought that we would have to scrap all BootRemset-based shadow
heap algorithms; however, a ﬁnal insightsaved the day. We realized that we could make an
even weaker assumption and still get correct results. The weakest possible assumption is
this: all BootRemset target objects are reachable. This assumption is equivalent to saying
that a BootRemset target object can only die once it has lost all incoming BootRemset
references. This means that, as long as all BootRemset targets which are targeted by
unreachable boot object sources are rescued by some other incoming reference, we can
still use our BootRemset based algorithms. In other words, the purpose of the boot remset
is to make sure that a boot-area-ignoring shadow heap’s concept of the aliveness of its
shadow objects remains consistent with the real heap. This consistency is not violated by
the shadow heap thinking an object is alive because it is a BootRemset target when, in
reality, it is being kept alive by some other incoming reference.
Figure 6.1 shows demonstrates the weakest possible assumption needed by BootRem-
setHeap. The large rectangular white box that is split down the middlerepresents the heap.
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The left side of this box represents the boot area, the right side represents the regular area.
The brown rectangle represents the stack/static area. Arrows represent references. The
small, colored boxes represent objects. Purple objects are boot objects that are unreach-
able. Yellow objects are boot objects that are reachable. Red objects are boot objects
that are sources in the BootRemset. Green objects are reachable regular objects. Blue
objects are regular objects that are targets in the BootRemset. Black objects are unreach-
able regular objects. We should ﬁrst note the presence of unreachable boot objects and
even unreachable BootRemset source objects (the red and purple object). Our testing has
conﬁrmed the existence of such objects, however our system can tolerate them. Note that
the top center regular object is a target of the unreachable BootRemset source object. This
object will always be considered alive by BootRemsetHeap which is ﬁne as long as it is
kept reachable by some other reference as is the case for this object. Now observe the
black and blue object. This object is a BootRemset target, but it is not reachable and
therefore violates our assumption. We have never observed such an object. The black and
blue object is the only type of object in this ﬁgure that would cause a problem when using
BootRemsetHeap.
Fortunately, we have never observed a violation of this weakest assumption. However,
the observation of dying boot objects, and even dying BootRemset source objects, makes
this assumption seem somewhat shaky, so we made the usage of a BootRemset optional
and not part of the basic shadow heap algorithm. We should note that a signiﬁcant design
change in newer versions of JikesRVM (2.4.5 or later) will guarantee the BootRemset
assumption. In order to avoid tracing the entire boot area at each collection, the JikesRVM
team decided to change how tracing was done in MMTk. For each garbage collection,
two sets of roots are computed: normal roots and roots from the boot image. Boot image
roots are computed by looking at all references that lie within the boot image (locations
of these references are enumerated by a new section of the boot image: the boot image
reference map). If any of these references refers to an object outside the boot area, that
object is considered a root. The boot area is otherwise ignored by the tracing system. This
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Figure 6.1: BootRemset Assumption
approach is semantically equivalent to our BootRemset approach.
6.1.2 Optimization
The BootRemset optimization is the most effective optimization we came up with for re-
ducing the cost of shadow-heap based GC-tracing (see chapter 8). There are many reasons
why the BootRemset optimization is so effective. To explain the ﬁrst reason, we will need
to take a look at the contents of a typical boot image. The boot image for a typical build of
JikesRVM will encompass roughly a quarter of a million objects. A signiﬁcant proportion
of the boot objects are referred to by static references, which means many of the boot ob-
jects will also be root objects. Recall that the Merlin algorithm must be notiﬁed of all roots
after each collection. The cost of notifying the shadow heap of several thousand boot-root
objects at every allocation is massive. Notice that, if the shadow heap is ignoring the boot
area, then it becomes unnecessary to handle some events when these events happen to boot
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objects. For example, we no longer need to handle a discovered root if that root is a boot
object. This alone can reduce the total number of events handled by the shadow heap by
95% (see chapter 8), thus greatly reducing the amount of work done in the shadow heap
per reachability analysis.
Another way in which BootRemsetHeap increases performance is that it reduces the
number of time-stamps that need to be updated during reachability analyses. Partly, this is
due to the fact that we are processing many fewer roots. Fewer roots implies fewer objects
that need to get their time-stamp updated. We should also note that BootRemsetHeap does
not require time-stamping BootRemset targets during non-exiting reachability analyses.
According to our assumptions, a BootRemset target object can only become unreachable
ifit losesits incomingBootRemset reference. Thisloss can only occurviaa pointerupdate
event which will be caught by the pointer update event handler and the dying object will
have its time stamp updated then.
The only performance hit caused by the BootRemset approach is the additional over-
head/complexityinthepointerupdateeventhandlernecessary tomaintaintheBootRemset
remembered set.
6.2 RootDiffHeap
RootDiffHeap refers to a different style of informing the shadow heap of root discovery
events. Instead of enumerating the roots and notifying the shadow heap of each root, the
client collector will instead calculate the difference between the set of all active roots and
the most recent set of roots and will notify the shadow heap of the differences between the
current root set and the previous root set. The client collector will maintain a persistent
root set which will be updated during each collection as new roots are discovered and old
roots are lost. The shadow heap will receive notiﬁcation of new and lost roots and make
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adjustments to its own internal persistent root set. Note that the RootDiffHeap must be
able to handle a new kind of event: the root loss event. Further, note that the RootDiff
optimization requires different events to be sent to the shadow heap (with respect to the
otheralgorithms). Thisimpliesthat theJikesRVM componentofthe systemmustbeaware
that a RootDiff shadow heap algorithm is being used. This is a major disadvantage and
this the only optimization which is incompatible with the standard behavior.
The root loss event handler simply removes the lost root from the persistent root set.
TheRootDiffHeapalsomodiﬁesthebehaviorofthecopy, and rootdiscoveryevents. Root-
DiffHeap’s copy event handler check to see if the copied object is in the persistent root set.
If so, the old address is removed from the set and the new address is added. RootD-
iffHeap’s root discovery event adds the discovered root to the persistent root set instead
of the temporary root set used by the other shadow heaps. The idea behind RootDiffHeap
was to optimize the interaction between JikesRVM and the C++ library by reducing the
number of events the shadow heap needs at the expense of increased internal overhead in
both JikesRVM and the shadow heap.
6.2.1 Assumption
The correctness of this optimization does not depend on the validity of any assumptions.
As long as the code on both the JikesRVM side and shadow heap side are correct, sending
a root difference should have the same effect as sending all the roots to the shadow heap.
The key assumption is that the performance hit taken to maintain a persistent root set
on both the JikesRVM and shadow heap sides is dwarfed by the performance gained by
reducing the number of Java-to-C boundary crossings. A component of this assumption is
the assumption that sending a root difference will greatly reduce the number of boundary
crossing which can only happen if the set of roots does not tend to change much from
allocation to allocation.
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In practice, the assumption that the cost of the boundary crossings is greater than the
cost of the persistent root set maintenance does not hold true in JikesRVM. As we will
see in the Results chapter (see chapter 8), the cost of making a boundary-crossing method
call, while more expensive than a call that stays within Java, is not very expensive in
JikesRVM. RootDiffHeap was extremely effective in reducing the number of root-related
events being passed to the shadow heap (see chapter 8), but for our system, the cost of
calculating the differences between root sets was considerably more than the time saved
by reducing the number of boundary crossings. Also, the RootDiffHeap technique was
made obsolete by the event buffer optimization presented later in this chapter (see section
6.4). Based on our results with JikesRVM, we could have eliminated our root differencing
analyses entirely, however, our shadow heap is intended to work with any possible VM
code and there might be a VM code out there in which boundary crossing is extremely
expensive and event buffering is not an available option. For a VM with these properties,
RootDiffHeap might be a viable optimization.
6.2.2 Optimization
As alluded to in the BootRemsetHeap section, the cost of notifying the shadow heap of
several thousand boot-root objects at every allocation hurts the performance of the GC-
tracing system. BootRemsetHeap solves this problem by not requiring to be notiﬁed of
roots that are boot objects. RootDiffHeap solves this problem by only requiring to be
notiﬁed of the difference between the current root set and the previous root set. Root sets
tend to be very stable. The static object references, especially references referring to boot
objects, tend to be extremely stable. Evidence of this is the extremely low death rate of
boot objects, nearly all of which are referenced either directly or indirectly from a static
reference. The stack references also tend to be very stable from allocation to allocation.
Typically, chronologically close allocations will be done within the same method. This
means that there is no opportunity for any of the stack references owned by methods
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higher up in the call stack to change. For these reasons, using root differencing reduces
the number of root-related notiﬁcations by a factor of a thousand (see chapter 8).
One downside to this approach is that calculating a root difference is considerably
more difﬁcult than simply notifying the shadow heap of all discovered roots. We must
maintain a set of active roots in both JikesRVM and the C++ library. On the C side, things
are easier because we can use STL containers. On the JikesRVM side, we have to use
a custom, non-allocating container to maintain the active root set. The memory for this
container is created by the boot image writer at build time. This is necessary to avoid
GC-trace distortion.
Another less important downside is that RootDiffHeap algorithms require two event
handlers for maintaining an active root set: an addRoot event handler to express that an
additional object has joined the set of active roots and a removeRoot event handler to
express that an object is no longer in the set of active roots.
Unfortunately, the performance assumptions that RootDiffHeap relies on did not hold
true in our testing. Using RootDiffHeap slightly reduces the total cost of the transitions
and the time spent in the shadow heap. However, this comes at the cost of a huge increase
in the time spent in the JikesRVM component. This additional time is spent calculating
the difference between sequential root sets. Our current algorithm for doing this is some-
what naive. JikesRVM calculates the root-set-difference by keeping a set that contains all
the addresses of the previous root set. When a new root set is being discovered by the
reachability analysis, JikesRVM will do a logarithmic lookup of the addresses of the new
roots. Any root that was already in the set will be marked. Any root not already in the set
will cause a root discovery event to be sent to the library and the root will be added to the
set. At the end of the reachability analysis, the set will be scanned and any non-marked
root will cause a remove-root event to be sent to the library and the root will be removed
from the set. There might be ways to improve this algorithm by monitoring changes to
the stacks from one fake collection to the next. This could allow us to avoid redundant
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re-scanning of unchanged stack frames. We leave the improvement of this algorithm to
future work.
6.3 SkipGCUpdateHeap
SkipGCUpdateHeap refers shadow heap algorithm in which all pointer update events gen-
erated by the fake collections (root enumerations) are ignored. We will refer to such up-
dates as GC-related updates. Ideally, there would be some way to avoid pointer updates in
the GC code entirely. Unfortunately, even a simple root-enumeration in JikesRVM cannot
be done unless JikesRVM goes through its GC preparation and GC release phases and
these phases perform pointer updates.
Themodiﬁcationsnecessary to theshadowheap to achievethisoptimizationare minor.
The pointer update event handler must be changed to check a boolean ﬂag specifying if the
update is GC-related. If this ﬂag is set to true, the event is ignored; otherwise, the inherited
event handler is called.
6.3.1 Assumption
The SkipGCUpdate technique is only valid if the update events that we are skippingdo not
affect object reachability and therefore has no effect on object lifetimes. Therefore, this
technique is based on the assumption that it is never the case that: a) a GC-related update
causes an object to become unreachable and b) the only thing keeping an object alive is an
incoming reference that was the result of a GC-related update. Note that, if either of these
cases occurs with a shadow heap that is skipping GC-related updates, not only will some
objects get incorrect death-times, but the shadow heap will become inconsistent with the
real heap. This inconsistency can result in assertion failures or crashes.
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Unfortunately, our key assumption for this techniqueis violated a few times by most of
our benchmarks (see section 8.2). We have directly observed objects being made unreach-
able due to GC-related updates (the technique used to make this discover is presented in
the Veriﬁcation chapter (see chapter 7)). Making things worse is that we do not have any
room to weaken our assumption as we did with the BootRemset assumption. Also, once
a problem has occurred there is no cheap way for the shadow heap to detect the problem
and recover and therefore the shadow heap can often simply crash.
The frequency of the assumption violations increases when using an optimized build
of JikesRVM, making the SkipGCUpdate technique totally unusable with these builds.
Because of these problems, I consider the SkipGCUpdate technique unsafe for usage with
JikesRVM. However, the technique is still interesting theoretically and may be useful in
practice for some other virtual machine code.
AssumingtheshadowheapdidhavesomegracefulwayofrecoveringfromSkipGCUp-
date assumptionviolations, it is interesting to ask whether the lifetimeinaccuracies caused
by skipping GC-related updates actually reduces GC-trace distortion. After all, these up-
dates would not have occurred during normal operation. In some sense, skipping GC-
related updates, while causing a divergence with the actual lifetimes of objects in the
GC-tracing heap, may actually produce lifetimes that better correspond to a normal heap.
6.3.2 Optimization
This nice thing about this optimization is that it requires little extra work in the shadow
heap. Also, the amount of pointer update event handling that can be avoided is non-trivial
since each fake collection tends to generate a few dozen pointer update events. In fact, if
we are already using an optimization that minimizes root discovery events (RootDiffHeap
or BootRemset), then pointer update events will be the most commonly handled event.
This means that our performance will be bottle-necked by pointer update events instead of
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root events. Therefore, the SkipGCUpdate technique is a nice complement for either the
RootDiffHeap or BootRemset techniques. SkipGCUpdate is not all that effective on its
own due to the overwhelming number of root events that need to be handled.
6.4 Event buffering
The event buffering technique is used to optimize the interaction between JikesRVM and
the C++ library. When event buffering is turned on, JikesRVM will buffer all events that
are generated during fake collections instead of notifying the shadow heap of the events.
An event is buffered by adding information into two arrays. One array is used to buffer the
event types and the other is used to buffer the arguments associated with the events. Once
the fake collection is complete, JikesRVM will notify the shadow heap that an event buffer
is ready for processing and JikesRVM will give the addresses of the arrays to the shadow
heap. During fake collections, we can be assured that there is only one thread running in
JikesRVM so there are no synchronization concerns when ﬁlling the event buffer arrays.
Event buffering does not require any modiﬁcation to the shadow heap algorithm. In-
stead, the clerical layer will unpack the arrays and notify the shadow heap of all events
contained in the buffer.
6.4.1 Assumption
The only assumption the event buffering technique makes is that it is possible to pass an
array address across the language boundary to the C++ library and have the C++ library
be able to process the array just like it were a C array. This assumption holds true for
JikesRVM and our C++ library.
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6.4.2 Optimization
The event buffering technique improves performance by greatly reducing the number of
language boundary crossings. When using event buffering, each fake collection will only
cause a single boundary crossing. By contrast, without any optimizations, JikesRVM will
cross the language boundary several thousand times per fake collections due to all the root
discoveryevents. Eventbuffering willalsoimproveperformanceby improvingthelocality
of execution during fake collections.
6.5 Missed opportunities
There were additional opportunities for optimization that we have not yet implemented
due to time constraints. The Merlin paper showed that Hertz was able to improve the
performance of his system by implementing a stack barrier [6] and a static barrier. Hertz’
stack barrier worked by notifying the system when a stack frame was popped off the stack.
This reduced the amount of the stack that Merlin needs to scan by allowing Merlin to
be more aware of changes in the top stack frame. If the stack frame remained constant
between one fake collection to the next, the second fake collection would have no need to
rescan the lower frames.
Hertz also implemented a static barrier into his GC-tracing system. The static barrier
forced the JikesRVM compiler to call a write barrier when a static reference was updated.
This allowed his system to skip the staticarea when looking for roots thus greatly reducing
the time required to enumerate the roots. With a static barrier, a GC-tracing algorithm no
longer needs to know static roots because it is impossible for an object referenced by a
static root to die without triggering a write barrier. Unfortunately, the code Hertz used to
implementthesetwofeatureswasneverofﬁciallycontributedtoJikesRVMand istherefore
unavailable to the public.
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Another, much more powerful optimization would be to change the JikesRVM com-
piler such that the updating of references on the stack would trigger a write barrier, the
updating of references in the static area would trigger a write barrier (static barrier), and
such that the popping of a reference variable off of the stack would also trigger a barrier of
some sort. If one could do this, it would eliminate the need to trigger fake collections for
root enumeration at each allocation. It would be impossible for any object to die without
triggering a write barrier thus negating the need for a reachability analysis. This would
massively improve performance because, even if the number of write barriers triggered
increased by a factor of one hundred, the performance beneﬁt of avoiding reachability
analyses would outweigh the additional write barrier overhead. Also, it would potentially
eliminate nearly all GC-trace distortion as well since most GC-trace distortion is caused
by fake collections. Unfortunately, such mechanisms are not provided because they are
not practical for any non-GC-tracing collector. However, in our opinion, such a system
would be the perfect GC-tracing system.
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Veriﬁcation
One of the beneﬁts of using a separate C++ library for the core GC-tracing system is
that we can substitute in different shadow heap algorithms and analyses without affecting
JikesRVM. For every regular shadow heap algorithm, I have developed two veriﬁcation
algorithms. One of these is a debug algorithm that veriﬁes things at the event level. The
other is a veriﬁer algorithm that veriﬁes things at the algorithmic level.
7.1 Event granularity: Debug algorithms
Verifying correctness at the method granularity has two components. One component, the
pre-condition, checks that the conditions are correct to receive an event of this sort. The
pre-condition will also check the validity of all the parameters associated with the event.
The second component, the post-condition, checks that event handler had the intended
effect on the shadow heap’s state. Every event handler in our system has a pre-condition
and post-condition which can be overridden just as the event handler can be overridden.
The class which deﬁnes the debug algorithmfor the basic heap algorithmwill havetwo
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additional methods per event handler: a pre-condition for the event and a post-condition
for the event. The event handlers in the debug algorithm will call the pre-condition for the
event and check the return value for errors. If there were no errors, the base class’ event
handler is called, and, once that call returns, the post-condition for the event is called. In
other words, debug algorithms override the event handlers in order to enforce that the pre-
condition gets called before the event is handled and the post-condition gets called after
the event is handled. We should note that the pre-conditions report errors via return values
and the post-conditions report errors via assert statements. We did things this way because
pre-conditions catch incorrect usage of the shadow heap while post-conditions catch ﬂaws
in the logic of the shadow heap.
While we feel that it’s unnecessary to explain the pre and post-conditions for every
event handler in every shadow heap algorithm, we will provide a few examples here to
give the reader an idea about how the pre/post-condition system works. First, we will look
at the how the debug algorithm for the basic shadow heap checks a pointer update event.
The pre-condition for this event checks that the shadow heap has been initialized, that the
sourceobjectis nonnulland is amemberoftheshadowheap, that thetarget objectis either
null or is a member of the shadow heap, and that the offset of the ﬁeld being updated lies
within the memory span of the source object. The post-condition for this event checks that
any object losing an incoming reference got its time-stamp updated, that no new objects
were added to the shadow heap, and that the Merlin algorithm’s time did not change.
7.2 Algorithmic granularity: Veriﬁer Algorithms
Verifying correctness at the algorithmic granularity also has two components. We must
verify that the assumptions that our shadow heap algorithm depends on have held true.
Once we have veriﬁed this, we need to verify that our algorithm is correct.
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7.2.1 Verifying assumptions
The reader might recall that the assumptions that the basic shadow heap relies on are all
based on the assumption that the shadow heap has been informed correctly of events that
have happened in the real heap. Note that, if the shadow heap has been properly informed,
then it will be in-sync with the real heap. We verify the consistency between the shadow
heap and the real heap during full collections. Upon a full collection, JikesRVM will send
all discovered roots to the shadow heap and will notify the shadow heap of all objects
found to survive the collection (either via copy notiﬁcation or alive notiﬁcation). The
shadow heap will update the GC mark of all objects the heap has designated as survivors.
The shadow heap will then take the root set and perform its own, independent trace of the
heap. All objects traced by this processes will have a separate GC mark updated. At the
end of the collection, if the two GC marks are consistent in every object, it is very strong
evidence that the shadow heap and the real heap are consistent.
As mentioned earlier, we have three types of optimized shadow heaps that rely on
additional assumptions. We will quickly enumerate how we veriﬁed these assumptions.
BootRemset veriﬁer heaps verify that remembered set targets do not die. This assump-
tion is checked at real collections. At the end of a real collection, the veriﬁer scans the
BootRemset remembered set to ﬁnd all the target objects. If any of these objects did not
survive the collection, we have an assumption violation.
The SkipGCUpdate veriﬁer heaps verify that no object is ever killed by GC-related
updates. It does this taking special action when it receives a pointer update event that
is GC-related. Note that veriﬁer shadow heaps typically are notiﬁed of events that the
corresponding regular heap would not be notiﬁed of. This is necessary for veriﬁcation
purposes. When the SkipGCUpdate veriﬁer heap handles a GC-related pointer update
event, it adds any objects that lose incoming references to a special set. This set will
contain objects that may have been killed by GC-related updates. When the root set that
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immediately follows comes in for the fake collection, the veriﬁer will do a full trace of
the shadow heap. It then checks that all objects that were potentially killed were still
reachable. Any of these objects that are no longer reachable must have been killed by
GC-related updates and therefore represent a violation of our assumption. Note that we do
not try to detect objects that are rescued by GC-related updates. The reason for this is that
detection of this condition would require that an object be aware of incoming references.
This would require a change to our shadow object model and has not been implemented
due to time constraints and because the current implementation already found violations
of this assumption.
The RootDiffHeap veriﬁer heaps can simply reuse the veriﬁcation code for the normal
shadow heap. Recall that RootDiffHeap relies on no extra assumptions for correctness.
Similarly, the event buffer optimization also requires no special veriﬁcation code.
7.2.2 Verifying correctness
For our purposes, we deﬁne correctness in terms of the lack of errors and the production
of accurate lifetimes.
We already have a method to verify that the shadow heap has been informed correctly
of GC-trace worthy events. However, this does not by itself mean that we are producing
correct lifetimes. In order to verify that our lifetimes are correct, we make veriﬁer heaps
run a different lifetime calculating algorithm and then check the difference between the
lifetimes produced by this algorithm and those produced by our Merlin algorithm. The
only algorithm that exists for generating lifetimes, besides Merlin, is the brute force al-
gorithm described earlier. Our veriﬁer heaps will run brute force along with Merlin and
our object model will maintain separate time-stamps for each algorithm. The brute force
algorithm will do a full trace of the roots after each allocation and all traced (live) objects
will get their brute force time-stamp updated. We have taken care to ensure that these
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algorithms are as independent of each other as possible. The only period of time in which
the algorithms are not independent is during JikesRVM boot phase when GC is not yet
enabled. In order for brute force to match Merlin, we must be doing a full trace after each
allocation. This full trace cannot be done if we cannot receive the roots because JikesRVM
cannot perform a GC. Brute force diverges from Merlin in this situation because Merlin
will be updating its time-stamps for objects that lose incoming references and brute force
will be idle. To avoid this divergence, during this pre-GC phase, whenever a Merlin time-
stamp is changed, we will update the brute force time-stamp as well. In order to re-sync
brute force and Merlin, once GC is enabled, we launch a brute force correction algorithm.
We propagate the brute force time-stamps for every object in the shadow heap. At this
point, the time-stamps for both brute force and Merlin are semantically equivalent and we
can let the algorithms run independently from here on.
If the death times produced by both brute force and Merlin match up, it is strong
evidence that our Merlin algorithm is correct. So, if a veriﬁer heap executes and does not
produce any errors, we can say that our shadow heap was correctly notiﬁed of all GC-trace
events and that our internal Merlin algorithm works. Combining these two statements
implies that we have produced correct lifetimes.
7.3 Difﬁculties with veriﬁcation against other systems
As mentioned earlier, our initial attempts at veriﬁcation were based on trying to ﬁnd a
match between the results produced by Hertz’s system and the results produced by our
system. Unfortunately, the GC-traces produced by each system were sufﬁciently different
to make comparison difﬁcult. The differences were due to the different object models and
due to the fact that the code JikesRVM was executing was very different in the two cases.
After all, we were using entirely different memory managers.
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Instead of investing the majority of the veriﬁcation effort trying to line up GC-traces
produced by Hertz’s system and GC-traces produced by our system, I instead chose to
makeour systemself-verifying usingthe methodspresented in theprevious section. While
it would be a stronger veriﬁcation to be able to correlate with Hertz’s GC-trace, it is deﬁ-
nitely not as general. The current system allows the library to self-validate with any client
VM. Also, with the current system, I can self-validate during unit testing which greatly
aided the debugging process.
Asfaras verifyingthattheGC-tracewasnotdistorted,Iranintoacatch-22. Wewanted
to verify that the lifetimes produced by our GC-tracing system would match exactly with
the object lifetimes of a system in normal operation. However, it is impossible to know
the exact lifetimes of objects without running a GC-tracing system. Because of this, we do
not know the exact extent to which our system and Hertz’s system distorted the GC-traces
they produced.
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Results
In this chapter we will present the results of all of our veriﬁcation and performance bench-
marks. Each section in this chapter will explain the experiment that was run, the results of
the experiment, and the conclusions that can be drawn from the experiment.
8.1 Performance
In a system with many components, it is important to look not only at the overall per-
formance of the system, but also to look at how the components contributed to the overall
performance. Weshouldnotethatalltestingtookplaceon amachinewithanIntel Pentium
4 at 1.70 GHz, 1 GB of RAM, running Red Hat Linux 4.0.2-8. Unless otherwise speciﬁed,
all JikesRVM testing was done with JikesRVM 2.3.4. Our C++ library was compiled with
gcc 4.0.2 using the -03 option. All tests were run one at a time (we did not take advan-
tage of multiprocessors) on a local disk (not NFS). Unless otherwise speciﬁed, we used
the baseline compiler with deterministic thread switching and full builds (maximizes boot
image).
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Table 8.1: Total running time in seconds
Benchmark
Algorithm Jess Jack Javac HelloWorld
NoOpt 10883 26422 7711 1085
BootRemset 7914 18701 5483 724
RootDiff 14021 34068 10132 1424
SkipGCUpdate 10877 26048 7680 1079
BootRemsetRootDiff 11280 27607 8222 1113
BootRemsetSkipGCUpdate 7601 18510 5430 724
RootDiffSkipGCUpdate 13852 33681 9881 1415
FullOpt 11562 27359 7985 1109
Hertz-orig Crash Crash Crash 1150
Hertz-mod 7356 18049 5317 732
SemiSpace 4 6 3 1
8.1.1 Total running time
Due to the incredibleslowdown caused by GC-tracing, we were forced to focus our testing
on very short benchmarks. We decided to use the three most interesting JVM98 bench-
marks (javac, jess, and jack) and HelloWorld for testing. The JVM98 benchmarks were
run using the -s1 option in order to make them as short as possible. The results presented
in Table 7.1 represent the running time of the GC-tracing system, not the time presented
in the JVM98 output. The reason is that the time presented in the JVM98 output does
not encompass the considerable amount of GC-tracing work that is performed before the
application begins to run. All times are presented in seconds. All runs have event buffer-
ing turned on unless otherwise speciﬁed. NoOpt refers to the shadow heap that employs
none of the algorithmic optimizations presented in Optimizations chapter. FullOpt refers
to the shadow heap that employs all such optimizations. Hertz-orig stands for the unmod-
iﬁed Hertz system that comes packaged with JikesRVM. Hertz-mod stands for the Hertz
system with our I/O modiﬁcations. SemiSpace refers to a non-GC-tracing semi-space
memory manager.
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The results presented in Table 7.1 are mysterious without further analysis. However,
a few things are worth noting. First, the unmodiﬁed Hertz system crashes for all our
tests except HelloWorld. The unmodiﬁed Hertz system is considerably slower than most
other systems. The BootRemset optimization is by far the most effective algorithmic op-
timization. The RootDiff optimization backﬁres and causes a signiﬁcant slowdown. The
SkipGCUpdate optimization only improves performance by a small amount. We should
also note that our BootRemset shadow heaps achieve roughly the same performance as the
modiﬁed Hertz system.
In order to understand these results, we can look at the number of events that needed to
be handled by the shadow heap for the various algorithms. This information is presented
in Table 7.2 for the Jess benchmark. A quick glance at the table immediately reveals
why BootRemset is such an effective optimization. BootRemset reduces the number of
incoming root discovery events by nearly an order of magnitude without requiring any
extra work in either JikesRVM or the shadow heap. The RootDiff optimization was even
more effective in reducing root-related events, reducing such events by a factor of over
one thousand. Unfortunately, this did not result in performance gains for reasons that will
be made clear later. Also note the lack of consistency in the numbers of events for the
various algorithms. This is disturbing, however it seems to be due to the randomness of
some other JikesRVM component. More testing will need to be done in this area.
The results in Table 7.2 also shows that our approach does reduce some GC-trace dis-
tortion. Looking at the totals for the number of update events, the Hertz system causes
about two million extra update events to occur. This is well outside the noise levels ob-
served in the various shadow heaps. The extra updates caused by the Hertz system are
almost certainly due to the fact that its Merlin algorithm is running within JikesRVM.
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8.1.2 Running time component by component
While there appears to be some correlation between an optimization’s reduction in the
numberofhandledeventsandtheoptimization’sperformanceimprovement,inmanycases
that relationship is violated. In order to get a better explanation for the performance re-
sults, we break down the performance by component. The four major components to the
performance of our system are: JikesRVM, transition, shadow heap, and trace I/O.
We can determine the amount of time the system spends in JikesRVM by omitting the
code in JikesRVM that initiates the transition to the C library and re-running our bench-
marks. We can determine the cost of the transitions into the C++ library by creating a
no-op (do-nothing) shadow heap and turning off trace I/O. Running such a system will
capture the time spent in JikesRVM and the time spent transitioning into the C++ library
but will not capture the time spent running a shadow heap algorithm or performing trace
I/O. We can therefore take these results and subtract them by the JikesRVM-only times to
get the transition-only time. The time spent in the shadow heap is determined in a similar
fashion. We perform a benchmark with every component running normally except with
trace I/O turned off. We then can take the result and subtract it by the time spent in both
JikesRVM and the transitions, leaving us with the time spent in the shadow heap. Finally,
since we know the total time of the system and the time of everything but trace I/O, we
can subtract the total time by the everything-but-traceI/O timeto get the timespent in trace
I/O. The results of these calculations are presented in Tables 7.3 and 7.4. The ﬁrst set con-
tains the raw numbers and the second presents the running times of the components as a
percentage of the total running time. One may notice that the time spent in the JikesRVM
component and in transitions is the same for all non-RootDiff algorithms and all RootDiff
algorithms. Recall the JikesRVM (and therefore the transitions) does not change except
when using RootDiff algorithms. This allowed us to reuse numbers not involving shadow
heaps. Negative results imply that the time spent in the component is so small that it falls
within the noise between the runs.
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There are many things worth pointing out in these two tables. The ﬁrst is that, for
our faster shadow heaps, time is mostly spent in JikesRVM. This means that if we wish
to achieve further performance gains, we will have to make the JikesRVM component of
the system faster. We can see why RootDiff causes performance to get worse. The time
RootDiffsaves by avoiding transitions is nearly unnoticeablewhile the increased overhead
in JikesRVM in the maintenance of the persistent root set is huge. We have conﬁrmed that
this increase is related to the persistent root set.
We should also note that the cost of transitions is trivial, which is surprising because
each transitioninvolvedseveralmethodcalls, alanguageboundarycrossing, andtheacqui-
sition of a lock. Also, these transitions happen millions of times (except for HelloWorld)
for the non optimized algorithms. Note that there is not a one-to-one relationship between
the number of events handled and the number of transitions. This is due to the effect of
the event buffer which cuts down drastically the number of boundary crossings.
In order to prove the cheapness of these transitions, we constructed a new test. This
test does not do any GC-tracing, it simply makes ten million calls from JikesRVM into the
C++ library using a no-op shadow heap. The results of this experiment are presented in
Table7.5 (allmeasurementsinseconds). Wecan conﬁrm thatboththecostoftheboundary
crossing and locking are trivial and that the cost of the crossing does not increase much as
the number of arguments is increased.
We have shown that there is not much room for improvementwith respect to the transi-
tions, the fastest shadow heaps, or trace I/O. We will need to improve the JikesRVM com-
ponent of the system to make further progress. In order to ﬁgure out how much progress
can be made, we need to compute the difference between the cost of our JikesRVM com-
ponent (without RootDiff) and the unavoidable cost of discovering the necessary events.
We have created a special memory manager in JikesRVM, called BareBones, that per-
forms the necessary work to discover all GC-trace-worthy events but does not run any
GC-tracing algorithm. Therefore, the time spent running BareBones represents an upper
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bound on how fast our JikesRVM component can be given the current event burden. Table
7.6 presents a comparison between BareBones and our JikesRVM component.
Unfortunately, we can see that there is very little room to improve our JikesRVM com-
ponent because the runtime of that component is dominated by unavoidable computation.
This demonstrates the need for a fundamental change to our algorithm. The stack/static
barrier optimizations do fundamentally improve the Merlin algorithm by reducing the
number of root discovery events. Another way to improve event discovery performance is
to use JikesRVM’s optimizing compiler. We show the results of our BareBones analysis
in Table 7.7.
These results show that the optimizingcompilerachieves a factor of four speed up over
the baseline compiler. We can also see that the cost of event discovery is totally dominated
by computation needed to discover the roots. This cost comes from the need to initiate
a fake collection, the cost of scanning the static area, and the cost of scanning the stack.
Of these three, the costliest task is the scanning the static region. A static barrier would
remove the need to scan the static region during fake collections. Scanning the stack is
also expensive, but this also can be improved by using a stack barrier. Unfortunately, the
cost of simply initiating a fake collection after each allocation is also very expensive and
cannot be avoided in the Merlin algorithm. Clearly, it would be ideal to construct a GC-
tracing system that did not need to perform fake collections. We believe such a system is
possible, and have an idea how such a system would work. However, the construction of
such a system is beyond the scope of this project.
8.1.3 Performance with Optimizing Compiler
This subsection will present our results testing our system with a FastAdaptive conﬁgu-
ration of JikesRVM. This conﬁguration is much different then the FullBase conﬁguration
used for the majority of our testing. The FastAdaptive conﬁguration compiles a full boot
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image using the optimizing compiler and turns on the AOS (adaptive optimizing system)
and OSR (on-stack replacement) systems. The result is a much more complex VM with
many more threads running much higher quality code.
We were forced to abandon testing of SkipGCUpdate heaps because, with the Fas-
tAdaptive conﬁguration, they become too far out-of-sync with the real heap due to a sig-
niﬁcantincreaseintheviolationsoftheassumptionSkipGCUpdatereliesupon. Tables7.8,
7.9, and 7.10 present the results of our testing of the various combinations of BootRemset
and RootDiff heaps. The only signiﬁcant difference between the numbers produced by
the FastAdaptive conﬁguration and those produced by the FullBase conﬁguration is the
proportion of time spent in JikesRVM. With the improved quality of code produced by the
optimizing compiler, we are now spending about one fourth as much time in JikesRVM
which therefore increases the proportion of time spent in other parts of the system. The
costs of transitioning into the library and performing GC-trace I/O are still small. The
time spent in the shadow heap usually dominates the running time. However, when using
our best shadow heap (BootRemset), most of theexecution timeis stillspent in JikesRVM.
Also noticethat, even with theoptimizingcompiler, the cost of calculatingroot differences
still causes a large slowdown in the JikesRVM component.
8.2 Veriﬁcation
Tables 7.11-7.13 are a summary of our veriﬁcation work. There were many violations
of the weaker BootRemset assumptions: a few BootRemset source objects died consis-
tently. SkipGCUpdate also consistently had violations: a couple objects were consistently
killed by GC-related updates. Also, we should note that, when an object gets killed by a
GC-related update, regardless of whether SkipGCUpdateHeap is being used, it will cause
the killed object’s Merlin lifetime to diverge slightly from its brute force lifetime. The
reason for this is that, when an object loses an incoming GC-related reference, it gets
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time-stamped, but Merlin’s notion of time will have been incremented by the allocation
event that caused the fake collection, so the object will be stamped with the post-alloc
time. Brute force works differently. When the fake collection is completed, it will trace
the roots and update all the time-stamps of traced objects. If the object had been killed
by a GC-related update, brute force will miss the object and the object will still have its
pre-alloc time.
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Event Type
Algorithm Allocation Ptr Update Add Root Remove Root Alive Copy Total
NoOpt 256,115 89,496,033 2,456,518,189 N/A 1,488,992 138,285 2,547,897,614
BootRemset 256,111 89,503,440 347,414,133 N/A 1,381 138,288 437,313,353
RootDiff 256,111 89,503,646 421,783 411,470 1,488,992 138,285 92,220,287
SkipGCUpdate 256,110 2,261,979 2,456,478,502 N/A 1,488,992 138,288 2,460,623,871
BootRemsetRootDiff 256,115 89,503,114 381,844 379,849 1,381 138,288 90,660,591
BootRemsetSkipGCUpdate 256,112 2,261,163 347,416,179 N/A 1,381 138,288 350,073,123
RootDiffSkipGCUpdate 256,117 2,267,670 421,795 411,482 1,488,992 138,288 4,984,344
FullOpt 256,117 2,262,701 381,851 379,856 1,381 138,288 3,420,194
Hertz-mod 256,100 91,248,450 N/A N/A N/A N/A 91,504,550
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Table 8.3: Performance breakdown
Algorithm Total Jikes Transitions ShadowHeap TraceIO
Jess
NoOpt 10883 6788 303 3591 201
BootRemset 7914 6788 303 396 427
RootDiff 14021 10683 -80 3153 265
SkipGCUpdate 10877 6788 303 3553 233
BootRemsetRootDiff 11280 10683 -80 588 89
BootRemsetSkipGCUpdate 7601 6788 303 339 171
RootDiffSkipGCUpdate 13852 10683 -80 3137 112
FullOpt 11562 10683 -80 427 532
Jack
NoOpt 26422 16877 150 8913 482
BootRemset 18701 16877 150 1298 376
RootDiff 34068 26125 -51 7546 448
SkipGCUpdate 26048 16877 150 8919 102
BootRemsetRootDiff 27607 26125 -51 1207 326
BootRemsetSkipGCUpdate 18510 16877 150 1149 334
RootDiffSkipGCUpdate 33681 26125 -51 7568 39
FullOpt 27359 26125 -51 919 366
Javac
NoOpt 7711 4890 75 2605 141
BootRemset 5483 4890 75 386 132
RootDiff 10132 7627 32 2128 345
SkipGCUpdate 7680 4890 75 2652 63
BootRemsetRootDiff 8222 7627 32 274 289
BootRemsetSkipGCUpdate 5430 4890 75 359 106
RootDiffSkipGCUpdate 9881 7627 32 2081 141
FullOpt 7985 7627 32 255 71
HelloWorld
NoOpt 1085 676 17 381 11
BootRemset 724 676 17 15 16
RootDiff 1424 1081 45 279 19
SkipGCUpdate 1079 676 17 380 6
BootRemsetRootDiff 1113 1081 45 -35 22
BootRemsetSkipGCUpdate 724 676 17 13 18
RootDiffSkipGCUpdate 1415 1081 45 270 19
FullOpt 1109 1081 45 -17 0
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Table 8.4: Performance breakdown by percent
Algorithm Jikes Transitions ShadowHeap TraceIO
Jess
NoOpt 62.37 2.78 32.99 1.84
BootRemset 85.77 3.82 5.00 5.39
RootDiff 76.19 -0.57 22.48 1.89
SkipGCUpdate 62.40 2.78 32.66 2.14
BootRemsetRootDiff 94.70 -0.70 5.21 0.78
BootRemsetSkipGCUpdate 89.30 3.98 4.45 2.24
RootDiffSkipGCUpdate 77.12 -0.57 22.64 0.80
FullOpt 92.39 -0.69 3.69 4.60
Jack
NoOpt 63.87 0.56 33.73 1.82
BootRemset 90.24 0.80 6.94 2.01
RootDiff 76.68 -0.14 22.14 1.31
SkipGCUpdate 64.79 0.57 34.24 0.39
BootRemsetRootDiff 94.63 -0.18 4.37 1.18
BootRemsetSkipGCUpdate 91.17 0.81 6.20 1.80
RootDiffSkipGCUpdate 77.56 -0.15 22.46 0.11
FullOpt 95.48 -0.18 3.35 1.33
Javac
NoOpt 63.41 0.97 33.78 1.82
BootRemset 89.18 1.36 7.03 2.40
RootDiff 75.27 0.31 21.00 3.40
SkipGCUpdate 63.67 0.97 34.53 0.82
BootRemsetRootDiff 92.76 0.38 3.33 3.51
BootRemsetSkipGCUpdate 90.05 1.38 6.61 1.95
RootDiffSkipGCUpdate 77.18 0.32 21.06 1.42
FullOpt 95.51 0.40 3.19 0.88
HelloWorld
NoOpt 62.30 1.56 35.11 1.01
BootRemset 93.37 2.34 2.07 2.20
RootDiff 75.91 3.16 19.59 1.33
SkipGCUpdate 62.65 1.57 35.21 0.55
BootRemsetRootDiff 97.12 4.04 -3.14 1.97
BootRemsetSkipGCUpdate 93.37 2.34 1.79 2.48
RootDiffSkipGCUpdate 76.39 3.18 19.08 1.34
FullOpt 97.47 4.05 -1.53 0.00
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Table 8.5: Transition analysis
Event type Num args Total transition time Lock overhead Boundary overhead
Root discover event 1 0.61 0.30 0.31
Copy event 2 0.70 0.30 0.40
Ptr update event 5 0.79 0.30 0.49
Allocation event 5 0.82 0.30 0.52
Table 8.6: Comparison with BareBones
Benchmark JikesRVM BareBones Room for improvement
HelloWorld 676 629 47
Jess 6788 6337 451
Jack 16877 15748 1129
Javac 4890 4567 323
Table 8.7: BareBones HelloWorld Analysis
Analysis Performance
baseline 676
optimizing 145
baseline, static scan only during fake collections 529
baseline, stack scan only during fake collections 313
baseline, no-op during fake collections 168
baseline, no fake collections 1
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Table 8.8: Total running time in seconds
Benchmark
Algorithm Jess Jack Javac HelloWorld
NoOpt 8204 19989 6048 977
BootRemset 2237 5580 1624 226
RootDiff 10877 26266 7693 1286
BootRemsetRootDiff 5687 14154 4051 629
Hertz-orig Crash Crash Crash 619
Hertz-mod 2276 5509 1595 251
SemiSpace 1 1 1 1
Table 8.9: Performance breakdown
Algorithm Total Jikes Transitions ShadowHeap TraceIO
Jess
NoOpt 8204 1487 24 6591 102
BootRemset 2237 1487 24 501 225
RootDiff 10877 5000 30 5574 273
BootRemsetRootDiff 5687 5000 30 454 203
Jack
NoOpt 19989 3568 162 15790 469
BootRemset 5580 3568 162 1305 545
RootDiff 26266 11949 108 13441 768
BootRemsetRootDiff 14154 11949 108 1251 846
Javac
NoOpt 6048 1062 23 4648 315
BootRemset 1624 1062 23 410 129
RootDiff 7693 3555 34 3948 156
BootRemsetRootDiff 4051 3555 34 282 180
HelloWorld
NoOpt 977 175 7 781 14
BootRemset 226 175 7 25 19
RootDiff 1286 590 6 643 47
BootRemsetRootDiff 629 590 6 13 20
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Table 8.10: Performance breakdown by percent
Algorithm Jikes Transitions ShadowHeap TraceIO
Jess
NoOpt 18.12 0.29 80.33 1.24
BootRemset 66.47 1.07 22.39 10.05
RootDiff 45.96 0.27 51.24 2.50
BootRemsetRootDiff 87.91 0.52 7.98 3.56
Jack
NoOpt 17.84 0.81 78.99 2.34
BootRemset 63.94 2.90 23.38 9.76
RootDiff 45.49 0.41 51.17 2.92
BootRemsetRootDiff 84.42 0.76 8.83 5.97
Javac
NoOpt 17.56 0.38 76.85 5.20
BootRemset 65.39 1.41 25.24 7.94
RootDiff 46.21 0.44 51.31 2.02
BootRemsetRootDiff 87.76 0.83 6.96 4.44
HelloWorld
NoOpt 17.91 0.71 79.93 1.43
BootRemset 77.43 3.09 11.06 8.40
RootDiff 45.87 0.46 50.00 3.65
BootRemsetRootDiff 93.79 0.95 2.06 3.17
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Table 8.11: Veriﬁcation Results for Jess
Algorithm Veriﬁcation result
NoOptDbgHeap No violation
NoOptVerifyHeap No violation
BootRemsetDbgHeap No violation
BootRemsetVerifyHeap 12 life errs, 4 remset-src deaths
RootDiffDbgHeap No violation
RootDiffVerifyHeap No violation
SkipGCUpdateDbgHeap Seg fault
SkipGCUpdateVerifyHeap No violation
BootRemsetRootDiffDbgHeap No violation
BootRemsetRootDiffVerifyHeap 12 life errs, 4 remset-src deaths
BootRemsetSkipGCUpdateDbgHeap Seg fault
BootRemsetSkipGCUpdateVerifyHeap 12 life errs, 4 remset-src deaths, 2 killed by gc-update
RootDiffSkipGCUpdateDbgHeap No violation
RootDiffSkipGCUpdateVerifyHeap No violation
FullOptDbgHeap Seg fault
FullOptVerifyHeap 12 life errs, 4 remset-src deaths, 2 killed by gc-update
Hertz-orig Crash
Hertz-mod No problems
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Table 8.12: Veriﬁcation Results for Jack
Algorithm Veriﬁcation result
NoOptDbgHeap No violation
NoOptVerifyHeap No violation
BootRemsetDbgHeap No violation
BootRemsetVerifyHeap 12 life errs, 3 remset-src deaths
RootDiffDbgHeap No violation
RootDiffVerifyHeap No violation
SkipGCUpdateDbgHeap Seg fault
SkipGCUpdateVerifyHeap No violation
BootRemsetRootDiffDbgHeap No violation
BootRemsetRootDiffVerifyHeap 12 life errs, 3 remset-src deaths
BootRemsetSkipGCUpdateDbgHeap Seg fault
BootRemsetSkipGCUpdateVerifyHeap 12 life errs, 3 remset-src deaths, 2 killed by gc-update
RootDiffSkipGCUpdateDbgHeap No violation
RootDiffSkipGCUpdateVerifyHeap No violation
FullOptDbgHeap Seg fault
FullOptVerifyHeap 12 life errs, 3 remset-src deaths, 2 killed by gc-update
Hertz-orig Crash
Hertz-mod No problems
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Table 8.13: Veriﬁcation Results for Jess
Algorithm Veriﬁcation result
NoOptDbgHeap No violation
NoOptVerifyHeap No violation
BootRemsetDbgHeap No violation
BootRemsetVerifyHeap 12 life errs, 5 remset-src deaths
RootDiffDbgHeap No violation
RootDiffVerifyHeap No violation
SkipGCUpdateDbgHeap Seg fault
SkipGCUpdateVerifyHeap No violation
BootRemsetRootDiffDbgHeap No violation
BootRemsetRootDiffVerifyHeap 12 life errs, 5 remset-src deaths
BootRemsetSkipGCUpdateDbgHeap Seg fault
BootRemsetSkipGCUpdateVerifyHeap 12 life errs, 5 remset-src deaths, 2 killed by gc-update
RootDiffSkipGCUpdateDbgHeap No violation
RootDiffSkipGCUpdateVerifyHeap No violation
FullOptDbgHeap Seg fault
FullOptVerifyHeap 12 life errs, 5 remset-src deaths, 2 killed by gc-update
Hertz-orig Crash
Hertz-mod No problems
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Related Work
9.1 Oracular
The work most closely related to our work, besides the Hertz system presented earlier, is
the Oracular memory manager [9]. Oracular was designed to measure the performance of
Java programs using explicit memory management. Since Java does not have a free op-
eration, the frees cannot be expressed in the source code. Instead, Oracular automatically
detects when objects can be freed and frees them itself. This ability requires an innate
knowledge of the lifetimes of the objects in the program. Oracular obtains this knowledge
by running a program twice. During the ﬁrst execution, Oracular GC-traces the program’s
behavior and processes the GC-trace to produce an object lifetime record. During the sec-
ond execution, Oracular’s allocator will consult the lifetime record to determine if some
objects need to be freed; if so, Oracular frees them.
The approach used by Oracular is to run JikesRVM on top of Dynamic SimpleScalar
[12]. During the ﬁrst GC-tracing execution, the GC-tracing is performed within DSS.
JikesRVM is able to notify the GC-tracing system of events by using special opcodes
to represent the various events. The GC-trace is turned into a lifetime record ofﬂine.
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During the second, explicit-freeing execution, before each allocation the DSS will work in
conjunction with JikesRVM’s sys-calls to achieve malloc and free.
The advantages to this approach is that it is totally distortion free. The paper describ-
ing oracular demonstrates that the ﬁrst and second executions of the program are entirely
consistent. The performance of this GC-tracing system are unknown since this was not the
emphasis of the paper.
There are a few disadvantages to this approach. First, it is not portable because it relies
on DSS and opcode manipulation. Second, it requires that JikesRVM be run on a modiﬁed
version of DSS. Third, it requires changes to the JikesRVM compilers.
9.2 Wolczko patent
A Sun Microsystems employee, Mario Wolczko, developed a sophisticated tracing system
in the late 90’s. Unfortunately, the only paper published [22] on this tracing system is a
Sun document that is more like a user’s manual than a research paper. The paper’s focus is
describing what the tracer does and how to use it and does not provide any implementation
details. The tracing system appears to be very powerful as it can provide records for all
kinds of events like the addition, removal, or update of stack and static roots. Unfortu-
nately, the system only works in interpreter mode and therefore might not be as applicable
to a JIT system like JikesRVM. Regardless, the code for the system is proprietary and
patented, so it is doubtful that we will ever be able to learn from the system or reuse
whatever innovations it contains.
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9.3 Shadow Processing
Our idea of using a shadow heap for analysis and veriﬁcation is not novel. The idea has
been used many times, but is best described in a paper [18] by Patil and Fischer. This
paper describes a shadow processing system, a generalization of using a shadow heap, that
is designed for multiprocessor systems running a serial program. They note that this is a
common use-case and that the other processors are typically idle when this occurs. They
decided to utilize an idle processor by having it shadow the execution of the main process
with the purpose of ﬁnding errors in the main process. They achieve this by creating a
shadow program that is an abstraction of the main program. One processor runs the main
program and another will run the shadow program. The main program will communicate
irreproducible values to the shadow process and the shadow process will only compute the
computations necessary to achieve the analyses it wants to perform.
Theareseveralkeydifferencesbetweentheshadowprocessingsystemandmyshadow-
heap-based system. First, their system shadows the main process by executing a separate,
modiﬁed program concurrently with the main program. On the other hand, in my system,
theshadowingoccurs withinthesameprocess. Second, intheirsystem, theshadowsystem
monitors the main program by simply duplicating the relevant computation in main pro-
gram thus minimizing communication between the main process and the shadow process.
On the other hand, my shadow heap relies entirely on communication from JikesRVM.
Despite these differences, the basic idea of the two systems is similar. In both cases, an
abstraction of the normal program is created and used for analysis and error checking.
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Contributions
In this chapter we will list and explain the contributions achieved by our work.
10.1 Shadow Heap
The primary contribution is a C++ library that supports a functioning shadow heap. This
shadow heap could, with some modiﬁcations, be useful for all kinds of things, not just GC-
tracing. It could be used as a sanity checker for any memory manager. It could be used for
a large spectrum of analyses. It could be used to achieve the debugging that is difﬁcult to
do within JikesRVM. For example, I almost decided implement an object tracking utility
within the library. This utility would take as input, the ID of a trouble-making object. It
would then track all changes to this object and its nearby neighborhood of objects. Such
possibilities are endless and would all be side-effect free with respect to JikesRVM.
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10.2 Optimized Shadow Heaps and Corresponding Veri-
ﬁers
We are also contributing a wide variety of optimized shadow heaps. All of these heaps
also come with debug and veriﬁer heaps. This allows users to check the safety of using
these optimized heaps and to check that they produce correct lifetimes.
10.3 A new GC-tracing system for JikesRVM
Our system as a whole represents a new GC-tracing system that works with JikesRVM.
Our system nicely complements the pre-existing system, Hertz’s system, as the two sys-
tems have nearly opposite strengths and weaknesses.
10.4 Improvements to Hertz’s system
We are also contributing a modiﬁed version of Hertz’s system that has much better perfor-
mance. There is even someevidencethat our modiﬁcationsmay have madeHertz’s system
more robust. We have observed that, in many cases, our modiﬁed system will successfully
GC-trace a problem on which Hertz’s unmodiﬁed system will consistently crash.
10.5 Tools
We have also created a small number of tools. These include program for converting a
Merlin GC-trace into an ASL trace, a tool for ﬁnding the difference between two ASL
traces, and a tool for splitting an ASL trace into many ASL traces with one trace per
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thread.
10.6 Analysis
We are contributing new analysis techniques and an in-depth analysis of the viability of
movingfunctionalityout ofJikesRVM and into a separate library. We are also contributing
a good analysis of the effectiveness of our optimizations and of GC-tracing in general.
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Things Learned
In thischapter, we will summarizethe thingsthat we learned overthe course of theproject.
11.1 GC Algorithms
I learned a huge amount about garbage collection in general. I also became familiar with
all the basic GC algorithms (copy, mark-sweep). I am conﬁdent that I could easily write
a simulator for any of these algorithms. The shadow heap itself is a simulation of a semi-
space collector.
11.2 GC-Tracing Algorithms
I am very familiar with both the Merlin and brute-force algorithms. I implemented both
algorithms within the library and am familiar with Hertz’s Merlin algorithm.
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11.3 JikesRVM
I have learned much about JikesRVM especially MMTk during our work. I have imple-
mented several MMTk memory managers over the course of the project and have made
signiﬁcant working modiﬁcations to many parts of JikesRVM.
11.4 Software Design
Once the number of unique shadow heap algorithms started to grow, the library began
to present some challenging design problems. The major problem was how to combine
shadow heap algorithms to form new, combo algorithms. I had never programmed using
multiple inheritance before but am now very familiar with MI and the patterns that make
it easier/harder.
11.5 Systems Programming
Programming within JikesRVM gave me experience programming within difﬁcult debug-
ging environments. This also gave me experience programming within a complex systems
with side effects. I learned techniques to ﬁnd performance bottlenecks. I also was forced
to think about things at a lower level than I usually have to. Finally, I came to realize the
importance of disciplined usage of version control.
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Future Work
There are many things that would be good as a future project. First, the JikesRVM compo-
nent of the RootDiff algorithm is inefﬁcient and could probably be signiﬁcantly improved.
Second, a more ambitious project would be to rewrite the entire GC-tracing system using
the ideas laid out in section 6.5. This would involve incorporating advanced stack/static
barriers into the current algorithm.
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Conclusion
We have demonstrated the advantages and disadvantages of using an external C++ library
shadow heap to perform analyses of JikesRVM, namely GC-tracing. The merits of this
approach seem to be related to more fundamental issues. In a sense, our approach was
intended to evade the Java-in-Java approach that is the primary aspect of JikesRVM’s de-
sign. Java-in-Javacertainly has somebeneﬁts. It allowstheVM tobe writtenin a memory-
managed, type-safe programminglanguage. It also avoids many language boundary cross-
ings since both the application and most of the VM are in the same language. However,
there are clear advantages to being able to do things outside of the JikesRVM system.
This is even more true for doing things like GC-tracing in which you want the GC-tracing
system to have as little impact as possible on JikesRVM’s behavior.
The design issues we faced also have some parallels with the microkernel vs. mono-
lithickernel debate. Ourdesignisbased onmicrokernelprincipals: removingfunctionality
out of the core system and placing it into an independent system whose only job is to pro-
vide that functionality. Not surprisingly, the beneﬁts and weaknesses of our system are
similar to what one would expect from a microkernel: good robustness and ﬂexibility but
mediocre performance. Fortunately, the power of the shadow heap approach allowed us to
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implement some optimizations to our algorithm, allowing our performance to catch up to
the performance of the Hertz system. Even though our system cannot offer huge increases
in performance, we believe that it does provide more capabilities and ﬂexibility and was
therefore a successful project.
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Glossary
113Glossary
accuracy Accuracy, with respect to GC-traces, refers to the accuracy of the death
records within the GC-trace. Accuracy can be improved by increasing
the frequency of the reachability analysis of the GC-tracing algorithm.
alive event Aliveeventsoccurdoingrealgarbagecollectionswhenthecollectorcomes
across an object that is reachable, but is not residing in a copy space. The
shadow heap must be made aware of these events.
aliveness Aliveness is a property of objects in the heap. An object is alive if it is
reachable.
allocation An allocation is a request for memory for the creation of a new object.
allocation site An allocation site is a way of identifying the location of an allocation.
allocation event An allocationeventis when anew object isallocated. The shadowheap
must be made aware of these events.
allocator An allocator is the entity within a memory manager that is responsible
for handling requests for memory.
ASL trace An ASL trace is an address-size-lifetime trace. There is one type of
record in ASL traces. There is a record for each object allocated by the
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VM. Each record conveys the address, size, and lifetime of an allocated
object. The ASL trace is ordered chronologically by time of allocation.
baseline compiler The baseline compiler is a just-in-time compiler in JikesRVM that
compiles Java bytecode into machine code. The baseline compiler does
not produce fast machine code, but it can compile bytecode quickly.
BasePlan The BasePlan class is the parent class of all MMTk memory managers
basic shadow heap The basic shadow heap is the fundamental shadow heap algorithm
contained in the C++ library component of our system.
Brute-force The Brute-force algorithm is a GC-tracing algorithm. The reachability
analysis performed by the Brute-force algorithm is a full garbage collec-
tion.
boot image A binary ﬁle that contains the compiled machine code for the JikesRVM
classes that contain the essential services of the VM.
boot image writer A program that can be run by any JavaVM that willproduce the boot
image.
boot object An object that is created during the boot-image writing and placed within
thebootimage. ThesetypesofobjectsplayanimportantroletheBootRem-
set assumption.
boot root object An object that is a boot object and is also a root.
boot time ThephaseinwhichJikesRVMisstillinitializingitselfandnotyetrunning
an application.
BootRemset A remembered set that remembers references from boot objects to non-
boot objects.
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BootRemsetHeap An optimized version of the basic shadow heap algorithm that uses a
BootRemset.
byte code Java compilers compiler Java code into Java byte code. Byte code is
machine independent and can be understood by all Java virtual machines.
C/C++ Programming languages that are not run by a virtual machines.
C++ library The component of our system that is implemented in a stand-alone C++
library. The main purpose of the C++ library is to wrap a shadow heap
algorithm.
class A class is a deﬁnition of the properties of objects that are of that class.
CMerlinTrace CMerlinTrace is the name of the memory manager in JikesRVM that
works with our C++ library.
collect Shorthand for garbage collect.
collection Shorthand for garbage collection.
collector Shorthand for garbage collector (or memory manager).
collector thread The thread within JikesRVM whose only task is to perform garbage
collections.
conservative GC A garbage collection method that assumes all variables on the stack
are references.
copy event A copy event represents the occasion when an object gets copied. The
shadow heap must be made aware of such events.
copying collector A garbage collector that, during a garbage collection, copies live ob-
jects from one space to another.
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cycle A cycle is when an object may reach itself by traversing its references
and the references of objects reachable from it.
debugger algorithm Acategoryofshadowheapalgorithmsthatperformpre/post-condition
check on all incoming events and their accompanying arguments.
diamond inheritance An inheritance pattern in which an object inherits from multiple
base classes and the base classes share some common super class.
event See GC-trace-worthy event
event discoverer A piece of code that is meant to discover GC-trace-worthy events. An
example would be a write barrier.
event handler A method in a GC-tracing algorithm that processes a GC-trace-worthy
event.
event notiﬁer A piece of code that notiﬁes a GC-tracing algorithm of an event.
exiting collection The reachability analysis that is called when the program is terminat-
ing. This reachability analysis works slightly differently that the reacha-
bility analysis that gets called after each object allocation.
dangling pointer A pointer that points to memory that has already been freed.
deallocation deallocation frees a piece of memory (typically associated with a dead
object) up for reuse by the VM,
dead object A dead object is an object that cannot be reached by tracing the root set
and therefore is not accessible by the VM or application.
death event A death event occurs when an object is found to be dead and its memory
is reclaimed during a real collection.
distortion See trace distortion
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double-free A memory error in which the program attempts to free memory that has
already been freed.
fake collection A collection that enumerates the roots but does nothing else.
ﬁeld A reference data-member of an object.
full collector Agarbagecollectorthat, whendoingacollection,willalwayslookthrough
the entire heap for reclaimable memory.
garbage An unreachable object’s memory is garbage.
garbage collect Memory managers garbage collect a space when they run garbage col-
lection on that space to free dead memory within the space.
garbage collection An attempt to reclaim garbage.
garbage collector See memory manager.
GenCopy A memorymanagerin MMTkthatuses agenerational copyingalgorithm.
GC Acronym for garbage collection.
GC-map A data structure that describes the location of the root references on the
stack.
GC-mark A GC-mark is a ﬁeld, typically within the object header, which gets set
when an object is traced by a mark-sweep algorithm.
GC-related update An update that is caused by the execution of a fake collection.
GC-trace A trace that enumerates the GC-related behavior of a program. How to
produce GC-traces well is the focus of our research.
GC-trace distortion The degree to which the GC-tracing system changes the GC-trace
it is producing.
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GC-trace rate This deﬁnes how often the reachability analysis of the GC-tracing algo-
rithm will be executed.
GC-trace record A line of text that describes a GC-trace-worthy event.
GC-trace quality The quality of a GC-trace is related to how relevant and useful a GC-
trace is.
GC-trace-worthy event An event discovered by the GC-tracing system that needs to be
recorded in the GC-trace. Such eventstypically havean affect on thestate
of the heap.
GC-tracing The production of a GC-trace.
GCTrace A memory manager in MMTk that produces a GC-trace. This is a part of
the GC-tracing system that comes bundled with JikesRVM.
generational collector A memory manager that contains a number of spaces (one for
each generation). When an objects that resides in a lower space survives
a collection, it will typically be promoted to the next generation.
global preparation The ﬁrst phase of a garbage collection in MMTk. It prepares the
spaces to be collected.
global release The last phase of a garbage collection in MMTk. It releases the spaces
that were collected.
granularity The granularity of a GC-trace is synonymous with the GC-trace rate of
the trace. Larger granularity means a longer GC-trace rate and a less
accurate GC-trace.
heap The area of memory from which dynamic memory is allocated. VMs
allocate new object in the heap. Sometimes we use the term heap to refer
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to the structure of the objects within the heap and the references between
them.
Hertz System The GC-tracing system that comes bundled with JikesRVM.
hybrid collector A collector that employs a GC algorithm that combines a number of
the basic GC algorithms.
incremental collector A collector that spreads the cost of collection throughout the pro-
gram by detecting and collecting dead objects as they die.
independence An important property of our GC-tracing system is that its primary com-
ponent is independent of JikesRVM. In other words it is a separate entity
that runs outside the JikesRVM system and is not subject to JikesRVM
rules.
inheritance A software design technique in which a class can be declared to inherit
the behavior of a parent class and can override behaviors as it sees ﬁt.
interior root A root having to do with a return value.
interpreter A type of virtual machine that executes byte code.
Java A programming language that gets compiled into byte code that will be
executed by a virtual machine.
Java-in-Java A Java virtual machine that is also implemented in Java.
Java Native Interface The mechanism provided by Java that allows Java code to make
calls to native machine code.
JikesRVM An open source, Java-in-Java VM developed by IBM. JikesRVM was the
platform on which our research was based.
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JikesRVM Tables of Contents A data structure in JikesRVM that provides a way to
look up static entities.
JIT See just-in-time
JNI See Java Native Interface
JTOC See JikesRVM Tables of Contents
just-in-time A compiler that compiles byte code Java class ﬁles into native machine
code as needed. VMs based on just-in-time compilers do not interpret
byte code, they compile byte code into machine code and the machine
code is executed.
MAGIC A mechanism in JikesRVM that allows programmers to deﬁne and call
low level functionality that would not be possible to implement in a high-
level language like Java.
mark-sweep collector A simple collection algorithm that performs collections by trac-
ing the roots and marking all reachable objects and then reclaiming the
memory of all non-marked objects.
marking collector A collector that marks objects during tracing (as opposed to copying
them).
Memory Management Toolkit A package that provides memory managers that work
with JikesRVM.
memory manager A component within a running VM that is responsible for memory
allocation and deallocation.
Merlin An algorithm that produces GC-traces.
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microkernel A system design that removes functionality from the core system and
places it in a separate entity. The core system can interact with the sepa-
rate entity, but does not control it.
MMTk See Memory Management Toolkit
monolithic kernel A system design that places all functionality within the core system.
multiple inheritance A type of inheritance in which the subclass inherits from multiple
base classes.
mutator thread A thread that manipulates the heap during normal program execution.
no-op An operation that does not do anything.
non-boot area The memory in JikesRVM that lies outside the boot image.
non-boot object An object that does not reside in the boot image.
nursery The ﬁrst generation in a generational collector. Typically objects are al-
located in this space.
object A program entity that contains state and supports operations on that state.
object header A special area of memory that precedes the object’s memory that main-
tains extra state about an object. This state is not part of a class deﬁnition.
object ID A way of identifying an object in a GC-trace.
object oriented A design philosophy that is based on objects.
optimizing A JikesRVM just-in-time compiler that produces fast, high-quality ma-
chine code.
oracle An omniscient entity that knows the future. Oracles that we are interested
in know the lifetime of an object at the time of the object’s allocation.
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our system Thesystempresented inthispaper; itconsistsofJikesRVMmodiﬁcations
and a C++ library.
p-thread A thread based on the POSIX standard.
partial collector A collector that does not always collect the entire heap. It can collect
a subset of the set of spaces.
perfect GC-trace A perfect GC-trace is a GC-trace with perfect accuracy. Such GC-
traces are produced when a reachability analysis is performed after every
allocation.
perfect knowledge A point in the trace where the GC-tracing system knows, at some
level, the reachability of the objects in the heap.
plan An entity in MMTk that deﬁnes a memory manager.
pointer See reference.
pointer update event A manipulation of what a reference refers to.
policy An entity in MMTk that deﬁnes a space.
post-condition A condition that should hold true after an operation occurs.
postAlloc A method in MMTk memory managers that is guaranteed to be called
when allocations take place. We use this mechanism to discover alloca-
tion events.
pre-copying Thephaseofacopyingcollectioninwhichobjectvitaltotheperformance
of the collection are copied to their new locations before the regular ob-
jects.
pre-condition A condition that should hold true before an operation occurs.
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preemption The act of taking away control from one thread and giving it to another.
pretenuring Theplacementofanewlyallocatedobjectdirectlyintoagenerationhigher
than the nursery.
propagation A phase in the Merlin algorithm in which time-stamps transmitted along
references.
quick compiler A JikesRVM compiler that produces higher quality machine code than
the baseline compiler but lower quality machine code than the optimizing
compiler.
reachability An object is reachable if there exists a traversal of references from a root
that can reach the object.
reachability analysis A phase of a GC-tracing method that increases its knowledge of
the objects lifetimes.
real collection A non-fake collection.
reference A means by which a program can refer to an object.
reference counting A garbage collection algorithm that works by counting references.
When an object’s reference count hits zero, it is freed.
regular algorithm A shadow heap algorithm that does not perform any debugging or
veriﬁcation.
remset See remembered set.
remembered set A set of references from one space to another that is maintained by
some GC-related entity.
rescue reference The sole remaining reference by which an object is reachable.
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root An object directly reference-able by the program. Usually this means the
object has a reference to it on the stack or static area.
root enumeration The process by which all current roots are found.
root set The set of all roots at a point in time.
RootDiffHeap A shadow heap algorithm that expects a root difference at each fake col-
lection.
scanning Finds all references contained by an object.
semi-space collector A collector with two copy-spaces, one active and one inactive
space.
shadow heap A structure that is an abstract mirror of a real heap.
shadow objects The objects in the shadow heap that mirror the objects in the real heap.
SkipGCUpdateHeap A shadow heap algorithm that ignores GC-related updates.
source object When speakingof areference, thesource object is theobject that contains
the reference.
space A partition of the heap that follows certain rules.
stack barrier A way of detecting changes in the program’s stack.
static barrier A way of detecting updates to static references.
stop-the-world collector A type of collector that halts all normal computation so that it
can ﬁnd garbage.
StopTheWorldGC JikesRVM’s stop-the-world collector.
sweep The phase during a mark-sweep collection in which all unmarked objects
are swept away (freed).
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sys-call A mechanism in JikesRVM for making calls to C code.
target object When speaking of a reference, the target object is the object referred to
by the reference.
thread preparation A phase of a JikesRVM collection in which allocators are prepared
for the collection.
thread release A phase of a JikesRVM collection in which allocators are released from
the collection.
time A notionintheMerlinalgorithm; timeadvanceswhenbytesareallocated.
time-stamp A per-object piece of data necessary for the Merlin algorithm.
TraceGenerator The GC-tracing system in JikesRVM.
TraceInterface The special, low-level services needed by TraceGenerator.
tracing Not to be confused with GC-tracing; tracing in the process by which roots
are identiﬁed and their references followed until all liveobjects have been
traced.
type-accurate GC A method of GC which uses GC-maps to identify exactly those en-
tries on the stack that are references.
veriﬁer algorithm A type of shadow heap algorithm that tries to verify the correctness
of the corresponding regular algorithm.
virtual machine A layer between a program and the operating system, it provides many
services, like GC, to the program.
virtual processor An execution context within JikesRVM.
VM See virtual machine
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write barrier A mechanism that gets triggered when a reference update occurs.
yield The term used when a thread gives up control of the processor.
yield point A pointin theprogram at which threads are able to yield or by preempted.
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Class diagrams
The following diagrams show the class structure for the GC-tracing library for various
modes. Optimized mode runs the fastest and only requires the classes that deﬁne the
core algorithms. Debug mode performs pre/post-condition checking for every event and
is therefore much slower than optimized mode. In debug mode, the library will still use
the core algorithms, but requires extra classes that deﬁne the pre/post-conditions. The
behavior of the event handlers in debug is unchanged with the exception that they must
call the appropriate pre/post-condition methods. Verify mode extends debug mode with
algorithmic-level correctness checking (debug mode performs only method-level checks).
In order to perform checks at this broad granularity, it was necessary to add new behaviors
tomanyof theeventhandlers. Thesenew behaviorsrequireadditionalclasses. Veriﬁcation
mode will execute all the checks performed in debug mode.
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1Appendix C
Usage
Steps to install and use our system:
• Download the modiﬁed JikesRVM from www.cs.unm.edu/˜jfoucar
• Download the library from www.cs.unm.edu/˜jfoucar
• Unzip/unpack both JikesRVM and the library
• Set the environment variable CMERLIN LOC to the location of the library
• Add CMERLIN LOC to your LD LIBRARY PATH
• Set up RVM ROOT, RVM HOST CONFIG and a JikesRVM conﬁguration just like
you would for any JikesRVM install
• To run the system, you can either build things manually or let the python script
located at CMERLIN LOC/testScript/testScript.py.
• To do things manually you will need to build both the library and JikesRVM.
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• To build the library, look at the Makeﬁle and ﬁgure out which variables you would
like to pass to Make. Typically, the only variable you will need to pass is the HEAP-
TYPE variable (determines which shadow heap algorithm will be used). Example:
%make HEAPTYPE=BootRemsetHeap
• Building JikesRVM to work with the library requires that you build JikesRVM
with one of the following conﬁguration: BaseBaseCMerlinTrace, FullBaseCMer-
linTrace, FastAdaptiveCMerlinTrace.
• To use the system to its fullest, we recommend using testScript.py. To get started,
run %testScript.py –help or you can look at the documentation within the script. For
convenience, we recommend you edit the default settings deﬁned at the top of the
script.
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